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Modulation des Benetzungsverhaltens und mechanischen Eigenschaften von
Modellzellmembranen durch Veränderungen auf molekularer Ebene

Benetzung ist ein allgegenwärtiges Phänomen, das nicht nur in der Natur und der Bio-
logie vorkommt, sondern auch in Industrie und Medizin Anwendungen findet. In biolo-
gischen Systemen kann die Zelladhäsion im Rahmen der Benetzung komplexer, nicht
Newtonscher Flüssigkeiten aufgefasst werden. In den letzten Jahrzehnten hat sich die
physikalische Chemie der Benetzung und die physikalische Chemie biologischer Gren-
zflächen mit Hilfe neuer experimenteller und analytischer Instrumente weiterentwickelt.

Das Hauptziel dieser Arbeit ist die Untersuchung der Benetzung von Modellzellmem-
branen durch die Kombination verschiedener physikalisch-chemischer Techniken. In
Kapitel 4 wird die Benetzung (Adhäsion) von bioinspirierten, Funktionspolymerbür-
sten mit einfachen Zellmodellen untersucht. Zunächst wurde die Änderung der Poly-
merbürstenkonformation mit Hilfe hochenergetischer Röntgenreflektivität gezeigt. An-
schließend wurde die Form von Riesenvesikeln für die jeweiligen Polymer Konforma-
tionen durch konfokale Fluoreszenzmikroskopie beobachtet. Da die Form der Vesikel
nicht durch die Oberflächenspannung bestimmt wird (wie bei einer Newtonschen Flüs-
sigkeit), sondern durch die Elastizizät der Membran in der Nähe der Oberfläche, wurde
das Höhenprofil der Vesikel in der Nähe der Oberfläche, mittels Mikrointerferometrie
analysiert. Dies ermöglicht die quantitative Berechnung der freien Adhäsionsener-
gie. Die Mikrointerferometrie befähigt dazu Höhenfluktuationen mit nm Genauigkeit
zu bestimmen, wodurch das Grenzflächenpotential zwischen den Polymerbürsten und
den Riesenvesikeln quantifiziert werden konnnte. Diese Experimente wurden in Kapitel
5 erweitert, indem die dynamischen Änderungen der Interaktion zwischen Vesikel und
Polymerbürsten beobachtet wurde. Der Übergang vom nicht benetzten Zustand zur
Benetzung und umgekehrt wurde in Echtzeit mit einer zeitlichen Auflösung von 30 ms
beobachtet. Es ist bekannt, dass die mechanischen Eigenschaften von Membranen
nicht nur durch Adhäsion, sondern auch durch Bindung von Proteinen an diese beein-
flusst werden können. In Kapitel 6 wurde unter Verwendung der gleichen Zellmem-
branmodelle (Riesenvesikel) der Einfluss kleinster Veränderungen der molekularen
Struktur der Protein-Membran Interaktion untersucht . Als biologisch relevantes Modell
wurde die Modulation der Membranmechanik durch die Bindung von C-reaktivem Pro-
tein (CRP) an die Vesikel, die oxidierte Lipide enthalten, untersucht. Zunächst wurde
die Rolle der durch elektrostatische Wechselwirkungen getriebenen Bindung von CRP
an oxidierte Lipide durch Zeta Potential Messungen bestätigt. Danach wurde der Ein-
fluss von CRP auf die mechanischen Eigenschaften der Membran untersucht und mit-
tels Fourier Analyse der Membranfluktuationen berechnet, wobei oxidierte Lipide eine
deutliche Änderung gegenüber nicht oxidierten Lipiden zeigten. Die erhaltenen Ergeb-
nisse zeigen klar wie kleine Änderungen auf molekularer Ebene, wie z.B. die Kompak-



tierung von Polymerbürsten oder die Oxidation von Lipiden, Unterschiede hinsichtlich
Benetzung und mechanischer Eigenschaften bewirken können.

Modulation of Wetting and Mechanical Properties of Model Cell Membranes Caused
by Changes on Molecular Levels

Wetting is an ubiquitous phenomenon not only present in nature and biology but also
of key importance in industry and medical applications. In biological systems, cell
adhesion can also be understood within the framework of wetting of complex, non-
Newtonian fluids. During the past several decades, physical chemistry of wetting and
interfacial interactions of biological interfaces has been developed with aid of new ex-
perimental and analytical tools. The primary aim of this thesis is to study the wetting
of model cell membranes by using the combination of various physicochemical tech-
niques. In section 4 the wetting (adhesion) of bio-inspired, stimulus responsive poly-
mer brushes with simple model cells, giant vesicles,were studied. First, the switching
of polymer brush conformation was monitored by using high energy specular X-ray
reflectivity. Then, the global shape of giant vesicles at relaxed and compacted states
were monitored by confocal fluorescence microscopy. As the shape of vesicles is not
determined by the surface tension (like the case of Newtonian fluid), the shape (height
profile) of vesicle near the surface, dominated by the membrane elasticity, was ana-
lyzed by microinterferometry. This enables the quantitative calculation of the adhesion
free energy of vesicles. Moreover, owing to the capability of the microinterferometry to
determine the height fluctuation in nm accuracy, the interfacial potential between the
polymer brush and the giant vesicle could be calculated quantitatively. This line of study
was further extended in section 5, where the dynamic switching of the vesicle-brush in-
teraction was monitored. The transition between from non-wetting (off) to wetting (on),
and vice versa, was was monitored in real time by the combination of microfluidics and
microinterferometry with the time resolution of 30 ms. It is well known that not only
the adhesion but also the binding of proteins changes the mechanical properties of
lipid membranes. In section 6, the influence of subtle changes in molecular structures
on the protein-membrane interaction and hence the membrane mechanics was invest-
igated using the same membrane model (giant vesicles). As a biologically relevant
model, the modulation of the membrane mechanics by the binding of the acute phase
inflammatory C-reactive protein (CRP) to the vesicles containing oxidized lipids was in-
vestigated. First, the potential role of electrostatic interaction was studied by measuring
the zeta potential of lipid vesicles, suggesting that CRP binds to the vesicles containing
lipids with a higher oxidative level. In the next step, the influence of CRP binding on
the mechanical properties of the membranes was calculated from the Fourier analysis
of the membrane fluctuation, indicating that the binding of CRP to highly oxidized lip-
ids caused the most prominent change in the bending rigidity of the membrane. The



obtained results demonstrated how the subtle changes on the molecular level, such as
the compaction of polymer brushes and the oxidation of lipids, significantly modulates
the wetting and mechanical properties of lipid membranes.
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1. Introduction

1 Introduction

1.1 Biophysical chemistry of lipid membranes

Cell membranes define the boundary between the cytoplasm (inside) and extracellular
space (outside) of biological cells. An increasing number of studies has shown that cell
membranes act as a smart filter to exchange necessary and non-necessary molecules
between the inside and outside as well as the reaction hubs for many biochemical re-
actions, such as signaling. [1] In figure 1.1 a schematic illustration of a cell membrane is
shown. The outer surface of the cell membrane displays carbohydrate chains (glycoca-
lyx), and the inner leaflet is coupled to the cytoskeleton. The core structure consists
of a variety of lipids, such as glycerophospholipids, sphingolipids and cholesterols. [2]

The cell membrane also contains various membrane-associated proteins, which can
be classified as peripheral proteins and integral proteins. Lipid membranes and their
associated proteins can be described as an quasi two-dimensional structure that al-
lows self-assembly and lateral diffusion, which was described by Singer and Nicholson
as the "fluid mosaic" model. [3]

glycoprotein glycolipid

phospholipid 
bilayer

protein channel
cholesterol

cytoskeleton

cytoplasm

extracellular space

integral
protein

peripheral
protein

Figure 1.1. Structure of an eukaryotic cell membrane with its associated components (adapted
from [2])

1



1. Introduction

1.1.1 Thermodynamic principle of membrane formation

One of the major constituents of cell membranes are phospholipids, which are am-
phiphilic molecules consisting of apolar (and hence hydrophobic) hydrocarbon chains
and hydrophilic head groups (figure 1.2).

O

O

O
O

H
P

O
O

O

O

N

hydrocarbon chains head group

hydrophobic, apolar hydrophilic, polar

Figure 1.2. Molecular structure of a lipid showing its amphiphilic character.

Like other surfactant molecules, phospholipids in water can form a variety of super-
structures including planar bilayers, vesicles and inverted micelles illustrated in figure
1.3. [4]

vesicle inverted micellesplanar bilayer

Figure 1.3. Superstructures of lipids in water.

When lipids and surfactants are dissolved in water, they adsorb to the water surface
and reduce the surface tension of the air/water interface, given by a slight modification
of the standard Gibbs equation (1.1). [5] [6]

dγ
dlog(c)

= −2.3RT

ANA
(1.1)

Here dγ denotes the change in surface tension [N m-1], c the concentration [mol m-3],
A the area per molecule [m²], NA = 6.022 × 1023 [mol-1] the Avogadro constant,
R = 8.314 [J mol-1K-1] is the ideal gas constant and T the temperature. Once the
water surface is saturated with lipid/surfactant molecules, they start to form aggregates
in order to gain free energy by reducing the contact of hydrophobic moieties to water,
which is called as the hydrophobic effect. [7] [8]

The critical concentration c* at which the surfactants-lipids start to form aggregates
is called as the critical aggregate concentration (cac), which is defined according to
equation (1.2). [9]

2



1. Introduction

c∗ = c0 exp
(
− ∆µ

kBT

)
(1.2)

Here, c0 is the molar fraction in the lipid phase, ∆µ is the difference in chemical poten-
tials of lipids in the vicinity of other lipids (µref) and lipids in water (µH2O), ∆µ = µref−µH2O

and KB = 1.381 × 10-23 J K-1 is the Boltzmann constant. It is notable that the hydro-
phobic effect is not only the key thermodynamic principle of the aggregate formation
by lipids and surfactants but also the principle governing various phenomena, includ-
ing folding of proteins and incorporation of transmembrane proteins. [10] Whether lipids
form inverted micelles, planar bilayers, or other superstructures depends on their mo-
lecular geometry. This can be predicted by the ratio of the molecular volume V and the
product of the head group area A and the length of the molecule l, so called packing
parameter p shown in equation (1.3).

p =
V

Al
(1.3)

If p > 1, inverted micelles are formed, which take tubular shapes forming hexagonal
superstructures (Hll). In this study, phospholipids with p ≈ 1 that tend to form bilayers
were used. [4] [11]

1.1.2 Thermotropic polymorphism

The molecular structure of lipid bilayers depends on the temperature, such as fluid (Lα)
phase, ripple (Pβ′) phase, and gel (Lβ′) phase shown in figure 1.4. The nomenclature
originates from the definition of liquid crystals. For example, Lα phase is analogous to
smectic A phase of liquid crystals. [12] In this phase, the molecules take a long-range
order but no short-range order. In case of phospholipid membranes, the long-range
order coincides with the finite membrane thickness. In contrast, the hydrocarbon chains
freely undergo a gausche rotation and therefore the chains are disordered. [13] Lβ phase
is analogous to smectic B phase, where the molecules also possess a short-range
order. [14] [15] The superscript ’ means the tilt of the molecule with respect to the direction
perpendicular to the local plane of the membrane (indicated by the broken line in Figure
1.4). In this study, the membranes in the fluid (Lα) phase were used.

Lα Pβ‘ Lβ‘

Figure 1.4. Thermotropic molecular structures of lipid bilayers. (Lα) phase (left), b) ripple (Pβ′)
phase (middle), c) gel (Lβ′) phase (right).

3



1. Introduction

1.1.3 Mechanical properties

Lipid membranes are also known for their unique mechanical properties described in
detail in section 3.2, which make them distinct from classical Newtonian fluids (like
liquid water). [9] Compared to liquid droplets where the shape is determined by the sur-
face tensions, the shape of a lipid vesicle is dominated by the membrane elasticity.
There are three principal parameters that define the elasticity of the membranes, the
lateral expansion coefficient, shear modulus, and bending rigidity. If one assumes a
lipid membrane as a quadratic object, three modes of elastic deformation can be con-
sidered. As schematically illustrated in Figure 1.5, the elastic deformation energy can
be represented within the frame work of Hookian energy representation. [16] In figure
1.5 a) a schematic illustration of the lateral expansion of an quadratic membrane patch
is shown, where the lateral expansion energy Ge is presented in equation (1.4)

 σx σx

 σy

 σy

C0

a) b) c)

Ω1

Ω2

Lλ
-1

Lλ

expansion shear bending

R1
R2

x

y

Figure 1.5. Elastic deformations of a quadratic membrane patch.

Ge =
1

2
τ

(
dA

A

)2

(1.4)

The area compressibility modulus is denoted by τ and the area of the patch by A. The
lateral membrane tension σ can be obtained as σ = τ ∂A

A
. The elastic shear energy Gs is

defined as the lateral stress, where the Area A of the patch stays constant (figure 1.5 b)
presented in equation (1.5), where µ is the shear modulus.

Gs =
1

2
µ

(
λ− 1

λ

)2

(1.5)

Assuming a lipid membrane patch with a thickness much lower than the membrane
area, bending the patch yields two different curvature radii R1 and R2 in the x,y-plane
as illustrated in figure 1.5 c) (upper panel). Thus, Cm = 1

2
[(R−1

1 ) + (R−1
2 )] is the

mean curvature. According to the Hookian energy representation the elastic energy

4



1. Introduction

is proportional to the quadratic deformation yielding equation (1.6), where κ is the
bending rigidity.

Gb =
1

2
κ2C2

m (1.6)

Assuming two tensions, acting on the upper respectively lower part of the membrane
Ω1 and Ω2, where Ω1 stretches the upper part of the membrane and Ω2 compresses it,
the patch bends resulting in a spontaneous curvature C0 as presented in figure 1.5 c)
(lower panel). The bending energy Gb can be expressed as shown in equation (1.7),
indicating that the spontaneous curvature C0 can reduce the elastic bending energy. [17]

Gb =
1

2
κ(2Cm − C0)

2 (1.7)

Seifert and Lipowsky [18] extended the theory of Helfrich [17] to vesicles. Minimizing the
free energy functional yielded the boundary condition for adhered vesicles presented
in equation (1.8) (details see in section 3.4). Here, C1max is the principal curvature at
the contact along the vesicle contour and ∆γW is the adhesion free energy.

∆γW =
1

2
κC2

1max (1.8)

Compared to a plastic foil with a similar thickness (5 nm), lipid membranes are known
for the remarkably low shear modulus and bending rigidity. For example, the shear
modulus µ and the bending rigidity κ of a red blood cell membrane is ≈ 5 orders and
2 orders of magnitude lower compared to those of a polyethylene film, respectively as
presented in table 1.1.

Table 1.1. Elastic parameters of a red blood cell and a polyethylene sheet, where both mater-
ials have a thickness of around 5 nm. [9]

material µ [mN m-1] κ [J] τ [mN m-1]

red blood cell 0.006 0.5–5 × 10-19 1 × 103

polyethylene 300 2 × 10-17 5 × 103

This makes it possible for the red blood cells to resist high shear stresses and prom-
inent bending deformation while traveling through narrow capillary. In contrast, the
expansion/compression modulus τ of a red blood cell membrane is comparable to that
of plastic, which enables the cell to keep a finite area. [9] In this study, two types of model
membranes were used. Cell-sized giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) were used as the
simplest model of cells in contact to the extracellular polymers. Lipid membranes de-
posited on planar substrates, called supported membranes, were used for the grafting
of bio-inspired polymer brushes at a well-defined surface density.
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1. Introduction

1.2 Modelling adhesion/wetting of switchable surfaces with lipid
membranes

1.2.1 Cell adhesion as wetting of complex fluids

Cell adhesion, either to the extracellular matrix or to neighboring cells, is one of the key
biological processes. Cell-matrix adhesion is important for the activation of mechano-
sensory signaling pathways. [19] [20] On the other hand, cell-cell adhesion is crucial for
the formation of multicellular systems. [21] Although the “real” cell adhesions in biolo-
gical systems are mediated via interplay of various ligand-receptor interactions, the
adhesion of simple GUVs can reproduce the deformation caused by adhesion. As de-
scribed by Bell et al., the adhesion of cells and vesicles can be described within the
framework of wetting physics. [22] In fact, the adhered cell on the surface shares similar
features as a liquid droplet on a substrate presented in figure 1.6.

a) a)

Figure 1.6. a) A liquid droplet (ethanol) on a solid surface (Si wafer). b) A mouse myoblast cell
on a gelatin hydrogel substrate (adapted from [23])

To date, there have been a number of reports on the vesicle adhesion via receptor-
ligand pairs [24,25,26] as well as on the vesicle adhesion via electrostatic interactions. [27]

From the biophysical viewpoint, the most prominent difference between adhesion of
complex fluids (including cells/vesicles) and wetting by droplets of classical Newto-
nian fluids (like water) is that the lipid membranes deform not only by tension but
also by elastic deformation, which is characterized by the bending rigidity κ. [17] As a
consequence the shape of an adhered vesicle is dominated by the balance between
adhesion-induced tension and bending-force, which is in contrast to the shape of a
liquid droplet that can be calculated from the balance of interfacial tensions by the
Young’s equation (see section 3.4). [28]

1.2.2 Models of dynamic switching of adhesion/wetting

In biological systems, cell biology can be highly dynamic. For example, the white blood
cells in the blood stream are recruited to the surface of the endothelium, slow down the
translational velocity by “rolling” on the surface until they establish a firm adhesion to the
point of inflammation. [29] In artificial model sysytems, a number of stimulus responsive
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1. Introduction

polymers that can change the material properties have been designed in order to dy-
namically switch the adhesion of cells and vesicles. In response to the external stimuli
such as temperature [30], pH-value [31], ionic strength [32] or light [33], the polymer brushes
or gels change the surface free energy (hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity), surface charge
density, Young’s modulus, and polymer chain conformation.
In this study, the polymer brushes (pAA-Cys5-biotin) that can switch the conformation
in the presence and absence of a small amount of Cd2+ ions were used to switch the
adhesion/wetting by giant lipid vesicles. The molecular design of pAA-Cys5 was in-
spired by naturally occurring plant protein (phytochelatin), which selectively captures
Cd2+ ions at a high affinity (KD ≈ 10-9 M) even in physiological electrolytes containing
[NaCl] = 100 mM, pH 7.4. [34] In section 4, the wetting of pAA-Cys5 brushes with giant
lipid vesicles was studied. Inspired by the previous reports suggesting the compaction
of pAA-Cys5 in the presence of Cd2+ [35], pAA-Cys5 brushes were used to switch the
interfacial potentials. To precisely control the surface density of pAA-Cys5-biotin, sup-
ported membranes doped with biotinylated lipids were used for the coating of the glass
substrates. With aid of neutravidin crosslinkers with a high affinity (KD ≈ 10-15 M), the
average distance between pAA-Cys5 on the surface ⟨d⟩ can be controlled by the molar
ratio of the biotinylated lipids χ, ⟨d⟩ = (A/χbiotin)

0.5 , where Alipid is the area per lipid
in the Lα phase [36] [37] In the first step, the structural parameters of the brushes in the
absence and presence of Cd2+ ions were investigated by high energy specular X-ray
reflectivity (XRR). Next, the global shape of vesicles in contact with the brush surface
was monitored by confocal fluorescence microscopy at the respective [Cd2+] presen-
ted in figure 1.7a). As the shape of vesicles near the surface is determined by the
membrane elasticity, microinterferometry was used to reconstruct the detailed height
profiles shown in figure 1.7b). This enabled to calculate the adhesion free energy,∆γW

following the theoretical framework written by Bruinsma. [38]

b)a)

Figure 1.7. a) Confocal side view image (Scale bar is 5 µm) and b) microinterferometry image
(Scale bar is 2 µm) of a vesicle.

Moreover, the interfacial potential V (z) could be quantitatively estimated by monitoring
membrane height fluctuations from adhered membrane patches. In section 5 the dy-
namic switching of the vesicle brush interaction was monitored with a time resolution of
30 ms by microinterferometry. With aid of an microfluidic chamber the concentration of
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Cd2+ ions was modulated and the vesicle was monitored which enables to reconstruct
the vesicle shape in the vicinity of the contact.

1.3 Modulation of membrane mechanics by lipid oxidation and
protein binding

1.3.1 Oxidation of phospholipids and acute phase inflammation

In section 6, the influence of lipid oxidation on binding acute inflammatory proteins
and the mechanical properties of giant lipid vesicles were investigated. Acute-phase
inflammatory C-reactive protein (CRP) is a highly conserved protein that plays key
roles in the acute phase immune response, named after its reaction with the capsular
polysaccharid of Pneumococcus. [39,40] CRP forms a pentameric structure consisting of
subunits with a molecular mass of ≈ 23 kDa resulting in a thickness of ≈ 3 nm and
a diameter of ≈ 9 nm shown in figure 1.8a). [41] Thompson et al. found that the ho-
mopentameric CRP specifically binds to phospholipids, lipoproteins and polysacchar-
ides containing phosphatidylcholine (PC) in the presence of Ca2+ presented in figure
1.8b). Remarkably, Chang et al. found that CRP binds to oxidized low density lipopro-
tein (LDL) and oxidized PC by utilizing a competitive immunoassay, but does not bind
to native, non-oxidized LDL nor to non-oxidized PC. [42] This seems consistent with the
report by Kushner and Kaplan, reporting that CRP is associated with the membrane of
dying cells, but not with the membrane of healthy ones. [43]

a) b)

PC

Ca2+

Figure 1.8. Ribbon diagram of CRP pentameric structure (a). Binding of PC moieties to CRP
mediated by Calcium. The blue dotted line represents a hydrogen bond between the positively
charged nitrogen of the PC moiety and glutamic acid from the CRP side chain; the violette
dotted line shows the coordination between CRP side chains (dark green rods, red spheres
representing the terminal amino acids) and Ca2+ ions (light green spheres). spheres). [41]
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1.3.2 Effects of lipid oxidation on structures and mechanical properties of mem-
branes

A previous XRR study showed a distinct thinning of lipid bilayers containing 20 mol% of
oxidized lipids suggesting an increase in permeability and a decrease in bending rigid-
ity. Corresponding quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation (QCM-D) data indicate
that the bilayer formation occurs more favorable for oxidized lipids compared to non-
oxidized ones, which also suggests a decrease in bending rigidity. [44] Grazing incidence
X-ray fluorescence measurements exhibit a significant condensation of Ca2+ ions in the
vicinity of a lipid monolayer containing 10 mol% carboxylated 1-palmitoyl-2-azelaoyl-sn-
glycero-3- phosphatidylcholine (PazePC) compared to 1-palmitoyl-2-(9’-oxo-nonanoyl)-
sn-glycero-3- phosphatidylcholine (PoxnoPC). [45] Since the binding of CRP is modu-
lated via Ca2+ ions, studies were carried out regarding the influence of the degree of
lipid oxidation on the interaction with CRP. Korytowski monitored the binding capacity of
CRP to PC bilayers due to the vesicle size over time via dynamic light scattering (DLS)
and the binding affinity with aid of isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) measurements,
resulting in the highest binding affinity to more oxidized PazePC. [46] In section 6.2, the
effect of the degree of phospholipid oxidation on the CRP binding was monitored by
zeta potential measurements, where the change in the surface potentials of lipid ves-
icles were monitored in the presence and absence of oxidized lipids (PoxnoPC and
PazePC). Finally, the impact of lipid oxidation and protein binding on the mechanical
properties of GUVs was quantitatively studied by Fourier analysis of the membrane
fluctuation, called flicker spectroscopy [47] [48] [49] The shape fluctuation of the GUV was
monitored over 15 s with a time resolution of 50 ms per frame using phase contrast
imaging. To sharply define the position of contour below the pixel resolution, gradient
images were used as shown in figure 3.3. The bending rigidity of the membrane could
be calculated from the Fourier transform of the mean square amplitude of membrane
fluctuation ⟨u(q)2⟩ (1.9). The experimental data could be fitted by the theoretical frame-
work written by Gov and Safran [50], yielding the bending rigidity values, explained in
detail in section 3.3.

⟨u(q)2⟩ =

〈∣∣∣∣∣ 2N
N−1∑
n=0

Rrim(n∆Θ, t)e
2πi⟨r⟩qn

N

∣∣∣∣∣
2〉

(1.9)

The experimental data could be fitted by the theoretical framework written by Gov and
Safran [50], yielding the bending rigidity values, explained in detail in section 3.3.
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Figure 1.9. Flicker spectroscopy. Vesicle contour (red) obtained from radial intensity profile
with azimuth angle Θ and the origin being the center of mass at each frame. The scale bar
is 5 µm. (left). Obtained radius rrim plotted versus Θ (0≤ Θ ≥ 2π) (middle). Mean squared
amplitude ⟨u(q)2⟩ plotted versus wave number q (right).
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2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Materials

2.1.1 Substrates

In this study Si-wafers with native oxide (SiMat, Germany) and glass slides (Epredia,
Germany) were used. Prior to the sample preparation the slides were cleaned by an
adapted RCA cleaning procedure. The slides were cleaned in an ultra sonication bath
first with aceton, followed by ethanol and water for 10 min each. The slides were sonic-
ated in a mixture of Milli-Q water, hydrogen peroxide (30 %) and ammonium hydroxide
(25 %) (5:1:1) for 3 min and then incubated at 60°C for one hour. Prior to further use
the samples were dried at 60 °C.

2.1.2 Buffers

All buffers were prepared by using Milli-Q water from an ultra purification system (Merck
Millipore, Germany) with a resistance < 18 MΩ. The buffers used during this study are
listed below:

- Tris 10 mM pH=7.4
- Tris 10 mM NaCl 100 mM pH=7.4
- Tris 10 mM NaCl 100 mM Cd 1 mM pH=7.4
- Tris 10 mM pH=8.0
- Tris 10 mM Glucose 340 mM pH=7.4
- Tris 10 mM Glucose 340 mM Cd 0.25 mM pH=7.4
- Tris 10 mM Glucose 340 mM Cd 1 mM pH=7.4
- Tris 10 mM Ca 1 mM Glucose 310 mM pH=8.0

The glucose containing buffers were prepared by adjusting the osmolality after each
preparation step following the procedure described in section 2.2.6.

2.1.3 Proteins

Neutravidin protein (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Germany) was diluted according to the
manufacturer to a concentration of 1 mg/ml. Prior to use it was ultracentrifuged for
1 h at ≈ 100,000 g and afterwards diluted to the working concentration of 40 µg/ml.
C-reactive protein was purchased from Merck (Germany).
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1.4 Lipids

All lipids were purchased from Avanti polar lipids (USA):
- 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC)
- 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC)
- 1-palmitoyl-2-(9’-oxo-nonanoyl)-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (PoxnoPC)
- 1-palmitoyl-2-azelaoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (PazePC)
- 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-L-serine (sodium salt) (POPS)
- 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (POPE)
- 1,2-Dihexadecanoyl-sn-Glycerin-3-Phosphoethanolamine,
Triethylammonium salt (DHPE-TR)
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Figure 2.1. Molecular structure of lipids used in this study.
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2.1.5 Cys5 Polymer

The pAA-Cys5 polymer was synthesized by Dr. Masaki Nakahata (Department of Ma-
terials Engineering Science, Osaka University). In brief, S-trityl-cysteine acrylamide (S-
Tri-Cys-AAm) and acrylic acid (AA) were co-polymerized using 4,4’-((E)-diazene-1,2-
diyl) bis(4-cyano-N -(2-(5-((3aR,4R,6aS)-2-oxohexahydro-1H-thieno[3,4-d] imidazol-4-
yl) pentanamido)ethyl)pentanamide (ACVA-biotin) as an initiator, 2-(dodecylthio car-
bonothioylthio) -2-methylpropionic acid (DDMAT) as an chain transfer agent and tri-
fluoroacetic acid (TFA) to deprotect the trityl group.
Therefore 0.05 mmol S-Tri-Cys-AAm and 0.95 mmol AA, 0.01 mmol ACVA-biotin and
0.01 mmol DDMAT were dissolved in 1 ml dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) and dried with
molecular sieves 4A. The solution was purged with nitrogen gas for 1h. Then the
mixture was sealed and heated in an oil bath at 70 °C overnight. Under stirring the
solution was poured into 10 ml acetone. The precipitate was collected via centrifugation
(3500 rpm, 5 min). The supernatant was decanted, 1 ml TFA was added and it was
stirred over night. The solution was added to 10 ml diethyl ether and the resulting
precipitate was washed 3 times with 10 ml diethyl ether and got dried in vaccum over
night at room temperature. The quality was ensured via 1H NMR spectroscopy and gel
permeation chromatography (GPC) resulting in a molecular weight MW of 74 kDa and
a poly dispersity index PDI = 2.5. [51] [35]
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2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Preparation of pAA-Cys5 polymer coated substrates

Lipid solutions containing 98 mol% 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC),
2 mol% 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-(cap biotinyl) (DOPE-biotin)
dissolved in chloroform (1 mg/ml) were dried and after that stored under vacuum over
night. The dried lipids were suspended in a 10 mM Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethan
(Tris) buffer containing 100 mM NaCl adjusted to a pH of 7.4. The small unilamellar ves-
icles (SUVs) were prepared by sonicating the lipid suspension with a Misonix sonicator
3000 (Misonix, Germany) for 30 min. Thereafter, a RCA cleaned substrate was incub-
ated with the vesicle suspension (0.5 mg/ml) at 40 °C for 30 min yielding a supported
liplid bilayer. The unbound SUVs were removed by rinsing. Next, pAA-Cys5-biotin poly-
mer brushes were grafted onto the bilayer, where neutravidin was used as a crosslinker
as the dissociation constant between neutravidin and biotin is KD ∼ 10-15 M. [52] The
sample was incubated for 4 h at room temperature. The advantage of using supported
membranes is the capability to generate surfaces with a defined grafting distance. In
the case of 2 mol% biotinylated lipids the average distance ⟨d⟩ between to biotinylated
lipds is defined as ⟨d⟩ = (A/χbiotin)

0.5. For χbiotin = 2 mol% and an area per lipid of 60 Å2

this results in an average grafting distance of 5.5 nm. In a next step pAA-Cys5-biotin
(40 µg/ml) is coupled to neutravidin via incubation of 1 h at 40 °C.

2.2.2 Preparation of giant unilamellar vesicles

Giant lipid vesicles were prepared via electroswelling, which is a method established
by Angelova and Mathivet. [53] [54] Indium tin oxide glass slides (25 x 25 mm) were spin
coated (300 rpm) with lipids diluted in chloroform (2.5 mg/ml) and dried under vacuum
over night. The dried slides get hydrated in 300 mM sucrose solution for 2 h at 40 °C
under an alternating current with an peak to peak amplitude of 3 V and a frequency
of 10 Hz. To enable microscopy a portion of 0.2 ml of GUVs in sucrose are mixed
with 1 ml of a buffered glucose solution to control osmolality and buoyancy. [24] The
osmolality of the inner and outer solution was adjusted according to the procedure
described in section 2.2.6.

2.2.3 Fluorescence microscopy

Fluorescence imaging was performed on an Axio Observer Z1 microscope (Zeiss, Ger-
many) with a 63x oil immersion objective (NA 1.25). The exposure time for imaging
was set to 1000 ms. The imaging was employed by using custom made µ-Slides VI
0.4 (Ibidi, Germany) without the bottom cover. Prior to imaging a RCA cleaned glass
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slide (75 mm × 25 mm) was glued onto the slide as a bottom with polydimethylsilox-
ane (PDMS).

2.2.4 Confocal fluoresence microscopy

Confocal imaging was done at the Nikon imaging center at the university of Heidel-
berg with a Nikon A1R confocal microscope (Nikon Europe, Düsseldorf, Germany) via
using an 60x oil immersion objective with a numerical aperture of 1.40. For fluores-
cence imaging of giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) (preparation see in section 2.2.2),
GUVs were labeled by incorporating 0.2 mol% DHPE-Texas-Red (λexcitation = 596 nm,
λemission = 615 nm). Confocal side view images were obtained due to the 3D recon-
struction of the confocal bottom view images. The step size in z-direction was chosen
to be 0.5 µm and the reconstruction was realized via using the reslice command in the
ImageJ software. Due to different refractive indices of the immersion oil and the sample
medium the vesicles appear elongated in z-direction. To correct this mismatch the con-
focal microscope has been calibrated with objects where one can assume spherical
shape. Within this work fluorescently labeled latex particles with a radius of r = 7.5 µm
were used (see appendix 8.10). The imaging was performed by using custom made
µ-Slides VI 0.4 (Ibidi, Germany) without the bottom cover. Prior to imaging a RCA
cleaned glass slide (75 mm × 25 mm) was glued onto the slide as a bottom.

2.2.5 Reflection interference contrast microscopy

The interaction between GUVs and substrates was monitored via reflection interfer-
ence contrast microscoy (RICM). Imaging was performed on an Axio Observer Z1
microscope (Zeiss, Germany) with a 63x oil immersion objective (NA 1.25) with a built
in λ/4-plate. The illumination numerical aperture (INA) was set to 0.48. All images
were collected by an Orca-Flash4.0LT camera (Hamatsu Photonics, Germany) with a
time resolution of 30 ms.

2.2.6 Osmolality measurements

Adjusting the osmolality of the inner and outer medium of GUVs is crucial for their sta-
bility. Thus, osmolality was monitored and adjusted using a micro-osmometer (OM 806,
Löser, Germany). The sample volume was 100 µL as specified by the manufacturer.

2.2.7 X-ray reflectivity measurements

X-ray reflectivity (XRR) data were monitored using a D8 Advance diffractometer (Bruker,
Germany) operating with a sealed X-ray tube emitting Mo Kα radiation (17.48 keV,
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λ = 0.0709 nm). The slit was adjusted so that the vertical beam size h was 0.2 mm in
the scattering plane. The attenuator was set to automatic to avoid radiation damage on
the sample. A silicon strip detector (LynxEye Bruker AXS, Karlsruhe, Germany) was
used. The reflectivity profiles were normalized by the instrument based normalization
to the intensity of the incident beam.

substrate

hh

f

d

α α
X-ray beam

Figure 2.2. Beam foot print correction.

The beam footprint f was estimated according to geometrical considerations according
to the schematic illustration of an X-ray beam impinging a substrate presented in figure
2.2 as f = h

sinα . In case of the substrate width d being smaller than the footprint f a
footprint correction factor F shown in equation (2.1) is multiplied with the measured
intensity and normalized to the intensity at the critical angle αc (see section 3.7).

F =
f

d
(2.1)

2.2.8 Flicker spectroscopy

To obtain mechanical properties of a membrane flicker spectroscopy was carried out. In
brief, GUVs were prepared by the electroswelling method (see section 2.2.2). After the
electroswelling in Sucrose (300 mM) the vesicle suspension was mixed with a buffered
glucose solution containing Ca2+ (10 mM Tris 310 mM glucose 1 mM CaCl2 adjusted
to a pH of 8.0) to enable the vesicles to sediment. Each step of buffer preparation
was verified by measuring the osmolality (see 2.2.6). 300 consecutive phase contrast
images were monitored with a time resolution of 50 ms per frame with an 100 x oil im-
mersion objective (NA = 1.4) and an ORCA-Flash4.0 LT camera (Hammatsu Photon-
oics, Herrsching, Germany). The image analysis was performed with a combination
of the ImageJ (NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA) plugin "Image Differentials" written by Phil-
ippe Thévanaz [55] and an Igor Pro (WaveMetrix, OR, USA) routine kindly provided by
Dr. Akihisha Yamamoto. First the phase contrast image was processed by the "Image
Differentials" plugin resulting in a sharp peak between GUVs and its halo. The peak
position can be detected as the rim by the Igor pro routine (see section 3.3).
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2.2.9 Zetapotential measurements

Zeta potential measurements were carried out with an Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS
(Malvern Instruments Ltd., UK) by using folded capillary zeta cells (DTS 1070, Malvern
Instruments Ltd., UK). Prior to each measurement the temperature was equilibrated
to 20 °C. Each sample was measured 5 times (3 scans, 20-100 runs each). Values
for the parameters for the measurement were taken from the database implemented
in the manufacturers database. The zeta potential was calculated using the Malvern
Zetasizer software applying the Smoluchowski equation (see section 3.9). The results
were only used if the software classified the quality criteria as good.

2.2.10 y-shaped microfluidics

A custom made µ-slide ||| 3 in 1 (Ibidi, Germany) without the bottom coverslip was
glued onto a RCA cleaned glass slide. The middle channel was not used and therefore
closed with PDMS. The outer channels were connected to two syringe pumps, where
the velocity was varied between 30 µl/min and 80 µl/min. The shear stress τ in the
channel was calculated according to the manufacturer via equation (2.2).

τ = ηΓΦ (2.2)

The viscosity is given as η = 0.0072 dyn s/cm², the shear rate Γ = 227.4 s-1 yielding
shear stresses of τ = 0.05 and 0.13 Pa for the respective flow rates of 30 µl/min and
80 µl/min.
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3 Theoretical background

In this thesis lipid membranes play a key role, as they are used in form of giant unilamel-
lar vesicles (GUVs) and supported lipid bilayer membranes in sections 4,5 and 6. Thus,
GUVs and membrane mechanics are described in sections 3.1 respectively 3.2. The
membrane mechanics can be characterized by flicker spectroscopy introduced in sec-
tion 3.3, while the phenomenon of wetting is shown in section 3.4. In section 3.5 the
conformations of polymer chains are described, while in section 3.6 the image form-
ation in confocal microscopy is presented. In section 3.7 the basic principle of X-ray
reflectivity (XRR) is shown, while in sections 3.8 and 3.9 the Debye screening length
and the zeta potential are introduced. In section 3.10 reflection interference contrast
microscoy (RICM) is introduced.

3.1 Formation of giant unilamellar vesicles

Giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) were first reported by Reeves and Dowben [56] who
prepared phosphatidylcholin vesicles via hydrating lipids on a glass surface. After that
several studies on the formation of GUVs and the usage as cell models were conduc-
ted. In these studies GUVs were perpared via the electroswelling method introduced by
Angelova et al. [53] Experimental details on this technique are described in section 2.2.2.
During the process of electroformation a vesicle being attached to a solid surface as
schematically shown in figure 3.1a), increases in size due to osmotic and electrostatic
forces, while the membrane tension σ leads to a decrease in size.

r

Ci

C0

rc

H

surface

swelling solution

teflon chamberelectrodes

ACa) b)

de

Figure 3.1. Electroformation of GUVs. a) a vesicle being attached onto a conductive surface
during electroformation process, with r the radius and Ci and C0 denoting the concentrations of
the swelling media in the inside and the outside of the vesicle (adapted from [53]). b) Schematic
illustration of electroformation chamber, with de the distance between the electrode surfaces.

The rate over which the vesicle changes its size over time is given in equation (3.1).
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dr

dt
= L∆p (3.1)

L is the hydraulic permeability coefficient and p the driving pressure with ∆p = RTk(Ci -
C0) + UΣ

de
- 2σ

r
, Tk is the absolute temperature, Ci and C0 are the concentrations inside

and outside of the vesicle, respectively (see figure 3.1a) and Σ is the surface charge
density. The applied voltage is denoted by U and de is the distance between the sur-
faces of the two electrodes indicated in the illustration of a swelling chamber shown in
figure 3.1b). [53]

3.2 Lipid membrane mechanics

Lipid membranes can be described as soft shells. Assuming a membrane patch the
change of the area A = uxuy according to lateral expansion in x and y direction in the
membrane plane can be described via equation (3.2). [9]

δA

A
≈ 1

2

[(
∂u

∂x

)2

+

(
∂u

∂y

)2
]

(3.2)

The expansion-elastic energy Ge can be written as shown in equation (3.3)

Ge =
1

2
τ

(
∂A

A

)2

(3.3)

The area compressibility modulus is denoted by τ . Assuming the curvature of a mem-
brane sheet to be determined due to two main curvatures R1 and R2, the energy density
is proportional to the square of the mean curvature Cm = 1

2
[(R−1

1 )+(R−1
2 )]. [17] Due to the

asymmetry of biological membranes there is a spontaneous curvature C0 that needs
to be considered. Thus, the elastic energy of the whole curve per unit area Gb can be
obtained via the surface integral presented in equation (3.4). [9]

Gb =
1

2
κ

∫ (
R−1

1 +R−1
2 − C0

)2
dS (3.4)

While observing cells or vesicles under the microscope it is a well known effect that lipid
membranes undergo a dynamic surface roughness, called flickering. [57] The flickering
of red blood cells is very prominent. One reason for this might be that the adhesion
of red blood cells on tissue thereby is hindered. [58] The bending rigidity can be de-
termined via monitoring the fluctuations of the contour of a lipid membrane over time.
As the fluctuations of the contour r(Θ, t) are relatively small compared to the size of
the analyzed object (typically cells; within this study GUVs), the investigated object
can be approximated by planar membrane sheets with the dimension A = L × L.
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Ihe fluctuations of the membrane patch can be represented in Fourier space given in
equation (3.5). [9]

u(r, t) =
∑
q

uq(0)exp
(
iqr − t

τ

)
(3.5)

The relaxation time of the excited mode is denoted as τ , while q is the wave vector. As-
suming that the membrane undergoes a lateral tension σ the elastic energy according
to the bending-induced fluctuations can be described as the sum of the expansion-
elastic energy presented in equation (3.2) and bending-elastic energy shown in equa-
tion (3.4) yielding equation (3.6).

Gela =
1

2

∫
κ

[
∂2u

∂x2
+

∂2u

∂y2

]2
+ σ

[
∂u

∂x
+

∂u

∂y

]
dxdy (3.6)

This shows that the observable undulations for each point u(x, y) of a membrane patch
with an area A = L × L depend on the tension σ and bending rigidity κ of the mem-
brane. Implementing u(x, y, t) in equation (3.6) enables to express the elastic energy
as presented in equation (3.7). [9]

Gela =
L2

2

[
qmax∑
qmin

u2
q(κq

4 + σq2)

]
(3.7)

As each natural vibration of the membrane represents one thermodynamic degree of
freedom the equipartition theorem can be applied yielding the mean amplitudes ⟨u2

q⟩ of
the natural vibration resulting in equation (3.8).

⟨u2
q⟩ =

kBT

L2(κq4 + σq2)
(3.8)

Thereby, q is defined as q2 = q2x + q2y. Based on equation (3.8) and the work of Milner
and Safran [59] the object can be described by an angle-dependent radius r following
the spherical harmonics approach given in equation (3.9).

r(Θ) = ⟨r⟩

(
1 +

∑
l,m

ul,mYl,m(Θ)

)
(3.9)

The angle is defined as Θ, ⟨r⟩ is the mean radius of the object and Yl,m the spherical
harmonic for each mode l,m with the corresponding fluctuation amplitude ul,m. Thus,
the mean square amplitude of fluctuation can be derived from equation (3.6) resulting
in equation (3.10). [60] [48]

⟨u2
l,m⟩ =

kBT

κ(l + 2)(l − 1)l(l + 1) + σ⟨r⟩2(l + 2)(l − 1)
(3.10)
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3.3 Flicker spectroscopy and image analysis

There is a variety of techniques to obtain the mechanical properties of a cell mem-
brane. Most of these techniques like micropipette aspiration [61], optical trapping [62] or
atomic force microscopy [63] rely on mechanical stimuli and thereby are invasive. Altern-
atively the naturally occuring thermal membrane fluctuations can be monitored. These
fluctuations were already observed in the year 1890 on red blood cells and were de-
scribed as "flickering" [57] resulting in the flicker spectroscopy method, where the con-
tinuous small fluctuations of "quasi-planar" membranes under thermal equilibrium are
analyzed. [64] This enables to determine the mechanical properties tension σ and the
bending rigidity κ of cells or other artifical model membranes. [47]

A typical phase contrast image of a giant unilamellar vesicle is shown in figure 3.2a)
(left panel). The white line indicates the corresponding intensity profile (right panel).
After applying the ImageJ "Image Differentials" plugin and choosing the option "Gradi-
ent Magnitude" a gradient of a greyscale image gets computed (see figure 3.2b), left
panel). The corresponding intensity profile is shown in figure 3.2b), right panel giving
a sharp peak that could be fitted well by a Gaussian (R=0.94), demonstrating that the
edge detection was successful.
Thévanaz et al. [55] described a method to perform image differentiation and provided
an open source software plugin "Image Differentials" based on it. In brief, data stored
as discrete pixels can be expressed as continuous functions of the form described in
equation (3.11).

f(x, y) =
∑
k,1

c[k, 1]ϕ(x− k, y − 1) (3.11)

The function ϕ(x, y) = β3(x)β3(y), is a tensor-product of cubic B-splines, used in the
plugin and c[k, 1] the interpolation coefficients. The differentiation thereby results in
equation (3.12) yielding an image with a sharper vesicle contour. [55]

∂f(x, y)

∂y
=
∑
k,1

c[k, 1]β3(x− k)
∂β3(y − 1)

∂y
(3.12)

Within this study the objects of interest are GUVs. Based on the sharp peaks obtained
from the Gauss fit (green solid line) in figure 3.2b (right panel) the vesicle contour can
be estimated for each frame in dependence of the azimuthal angle Θ and the distance
between the center of mass and the contour rrim shown in figure 3.3a). In figure 3.3b)
rrim is plotted versus the azimuth angle Θ.
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Figure 3.2. Image processing for flicker experiments. a) a typical vesicle imaged by phase
contrast microscopy (left panel) and the corresponding relative intensity profile along the white
solid line (right panel). b) image after processing with the ImageJ plugin "Image-Differentials"
(left panel) yielding a sharp peak in the corresponding relative intensity profile along the white
solid line fitted by a Gaussian function (green solid line, right panel).

In a next step, for all 300 consecutive frames the deviation of rrim(Θ, t) from the aver-
aged position is given as Rrim(Θ, t) = rrim(Θ, t) − ⟨rrim(Θ, t)⟩ and is Fourier-transformed
giving the mean square amplitude ⟨u(q)2⟩ of fluctuation as a function of q as shown in
equation (3.13).
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Figure 3.3. a) vesicle contour (red) obtained from radial intensity profile with azimuth angle Θ
and the origin being the center of mass at each frame. b) obtained radius rrim plotted versus Θ
(0≤ Θ ≥ 2π). The scale bar is 5 µm.
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⟨u(q)2⟩ =

〈∣∣∣∣∣ 2N
N−1∑
n=0

Rrim(n∆Θ, t)e
2πi⟨r⟩qn

N

∣∣∣∣∣
2〉

(3.13)

The wave number is denoted as q, ⟨⟩ is the time average over all frames and ∆Θ = L
N

,
with the L = 2π⟨r⟩ and the mean radius ⟨r⟩ and N = 256 the sampling number. The
theoretically predicted mean square amplitude, according to equation (3.13), can be
expressed as a function of qx, the continuous wave number corresponding to the ex-
perimental q yielding equation (3.14). [50]

⟨u(qx, y = 0)2⟩ = kBT

L

√
κ

2σ2

[
1√
2κq2x

− 1√
2κq2x + 2σ

]
(3.14)

The bending rigidity κ was determined from fitting the bending dominated regime,
where a power law ⟨u(q)2⟩ ∝ q−3 is valid. During this study this was found to be the
mode numbers of q between 3 to 5. The MSA data that follow the tension dominated
power law ⟨u(q)2⟩ ∝ q−1 were not utilized.

3.4 Wetting by droplets compared to vesicles

In case a vesicle is forming a contact to an adhesive substrate surface, it can gain
adhesion energy by spreading onto the surface. As a consequence there must be an
increase in bending energy to adapt the vesicle shape to the adhesive substrate. The
adhesion energy is proportional to the contact area and therefore scales quadratically,
while the bending energy scales only linearly along the contact line, resulting in the fact
that the adhesion energy dominates the vesicle shape. [65]

In contrast, liquid droplets follow the classical concept of wetting, which is an omni-
present phenomenon in nature and in artificial systems. [66] [67] [68] There are ultrahydro-
phobic leaves which have self-cleaning properties. This effect, called lotus effect, is
well known today. [69] In 1805 Thomas Young described the phenomenon of wetting
of surfaces by liquid droplets resulting in the famous Young’s equation given in equa-
tion (3.15). [28]

cos(θ) =
γSV − γSL

γLV
(3.15)

The contact angle is defined as θ and is related to the surface tensions of the solid/vapor
(γSV), solid/liquid (γSL) and liquid/vapor (γLV) interfaces as shown in figure 3.4.

In contrast to a droplet, a vesicle consists of a lipid bilayer, which has a bending rigid-
ity κ. Under the assumption that κ ̸= 0 the vesicle shape in the vicinity of the contact
area is not determined via the surface tension σ, but via the contact curvature. The
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Figure 3.4. Young-Dupré wetting of liquid droplets showing hydrophilic (left) and hydrophobic
(right) behavior. The broken line indicates different surface energies between left (dark grey)
and right (light grey), γSV is the surface energy between the solid substrate and the vapor, γSL
is the surface energy between the solid substrate and the liquid and γLV is the surface energy
between the liquid droplet and the vapor.

free energy functional F = Gb + GW + GP + Gσ is minimized, where Gb is the bending-
elastic energy [17] (see equation (3.4)). Additionally, GW = ∆γWA with ∆γW the adhesion
free energy and the contact area A, while GP and Gσ describe the volume and area
constraints of the vesicle, which results in equation (3.16). [18]

If the vesicle has no contact to the surface at GW = 0, minimization of the free energy of
equation (3.16) leads to the shape equation for free vesicles, considering axisymmetric
shapes. [70]

κ

2

∫
dS(R−1

1 +R−1
2 − C0)

2 −∆γWA+ P

∫
dV + σ

∫
dS (3.16)

In case of bound vesicles the shape equations still are valid, as the adhesion term GW

only functions as a boundary condition at the contact point. The contact angle Θ is set
to be Θ = π resulting in a vesicle having no contact. Next, the contact point is varied
resulting in equation (3.17). [18]

C1max =

√
2∆γW

κ
⇔ ∆γW =

1

2
κC2

1max (3.17)

The principal curvature along the vesicle contour at the contact point is represented
by C1max, while ∆γW is the adhesion free energy, which is further explained and in-
vestigated in sections 3.10.1 and 4.5. According to Seifert and Lipowsky [18] for an
adhering vesicle a boundary condition, the transversality condition must hold where
the adhesion strength can be described by a dimensionless parameter ϵW represented
in equation (3.18).

(C1maxR0)
2 = 2ϵW (3.18)
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For κ = 0 the minimization of the free energy yields the Young-equation for vesicle
adhesion. Bell et al. [22] were the first applying this concept to cell adhesion employing
equation (3.19).

∆γW = σ(1 + cosΘ) (3.19)

Obviously, equation (3.19) results for a non adhering vesicle having a contact angle
Θ = 180° in an adhesion free energy of ∆γW = 0.

3.5 Size and conformation of polymer chains

There are several strategies to couple polymer brushes onto a surface. One method is
by physical, non-covalent interactions between moieties of the polymer and a surface
shown in figure 3.5a). During this study the grafting onto strategy was used, where
the coupling between the surface and the brushes occurs due to chemical coupling
reactions or functional groups, which enables to control the grafting density via defined
surface modifications as illustrated in figure 3.5b). Another strategy is the grafting from
strategy depositing an initiator molecule onto the surface from which the polymerization
starts as shown schematically in figure 3.5c). [71]

Non-covalent
interaction acceptor

ligand initiator
molecule

a) b) c)

substrate

Figure 3.5. Polymers grafted onto a surface using various strategies. a) polymer attached to a
surface via non-covalent interactions, b) coupled to the surface via ligand/acceptor interactions
(grafting onto), c) grafting from the surface via initiator molecules (adapted from [71]).

Grafted polymer brushes have a large variety of applications, as they enable to manu-
facture surfaces with defined physicochemical properties. The coating of a silica wafer
with poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAAm) e.g. enables to modulate the contact
angle of a droplet via changing the temperature. [30] Even the movement of a Si-particle
could have been realized via switching the brush conformations of a mixture of poly
(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) and polyglycidylmethacrylate (PGMA) brushes due to
switching the topography of the substrate. [72] Sundaram et al. showed that proteins
could be adsorbed and detached, by switching the pH value, from a surface coated
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with brushes containing tertiary amine and carboxylic acid moieties. [73] Also cell ad-
hesion can be controlled via polymer coated substrates, which plays a key role in the
field of bio fouling. [74] [75] In this study the adhesion between cell models (GUVs) and a
bio-inspired polymer coated substrates will be investigated in sections 4 and 5.
From the theoretical view point it is interesting to consider an expression for the length
of a polymer in solution. Assuming a polymer chain consisting out of N monomers,
where each monomer represents a link, the length of a single monomer is represented
by α in the following. If all bonds can rotate independently (random walk) the end-
to-end vector can be expressed as: L =

∑N
i=1 αi. Thus, the mean square end-to-end

distance is given in equation (3.20). [9]

⟨L2⟩ =

〈(
N∑
i=1

αi

)(
N∑
j=1

αj

)〉
(3.20)

Expanding the sum in equation (3.20) results in equation (3.21).

⟨L2⟩ =

〈∑
i

∑
j

αiαj

〉
(3.21)

Selecting N cases where i = j results in equation (3.22).

⟨L2⟩ = Nα2 +

〈∑
i ̸=j

αiαj

〉
(3.22)

In the case of freely joint chains the different links N are uncorrelated resulting in∑
i ̸=j αiαj = 0 yielding the random walk given in equation (3.23).

⟨L2⟩ = Nα2 or
√

⟨L2⟩ = α
√
N (3.23)

According to the Boltzmann principle, the entropy and the free energy of freely joint
chains are calculated having the distribution function P (L) for the end-to-end distance
L, which can be expressed as a Gaussian function following equation (3.24). [76]

P (L) =

(
2π⟨L2⟩

3

)− 3
2

exp
(
−3

2

L2

⟨L2⟩

)
(3.24)

The Boltzmann equation yields the configurational entropy S(L) of a polymer as a
function of its elongation, which is expressed in equation (3.25).

S(L) =
3kBL

2

2⟨L2⟩
(3.25)

Elongating the chains results in an decrease in the entropy S(L) and thereby in an
increase in the free energy G(L) presented in equation (3.26). [77]
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G(L) = G(0) +
3

2

kBT

⟨L2⟩
L2 (3.26)

Equation (3.26) suggests that the polymer chain is confined in a harmonic potential
with the spring constant K = 3kBT

⟨L2⟩ .

In experimental systems the polymer chains can not rotate freely, but have finite bond
angles. This hindered rotation leads to an extension of the segment length by using a
geometric factor Cg. The so called Kuhn’s law is given in equation (3.27). [76,78]

⟨L2⟩ = CgN
′α2 = N ′b2 (3.27)

The Kuhn length is denoted by b = α
√
Cg. Consequently, the real polymer chains

can be approximated as freely joint chains with a modified segment length b and unit
number N ′. It needs to be considered that the polymer chains also have a certain
volume, so that two monomers can not be at the same place (finite excluded volume).
In equation (3.28) the finite excluded volume can be considered as a repulsion between
the ith and jth spheres similarly to a van der Waals gas.

wij = νkBTδ(rj − ri) (3.28)

Thereby, ν is representing an empirical parameter for the excluded volume and δ(rj−ri)

is the Dirac’s delta function for hard spheres. Considering N monomers confined in a
volume R3 the monomer concentration is given as cm = N

R3 . Thus, the repulsive energy
density per unit volume is given in equation (3.29)

wij = νkBTc
2
m (3.29)

The probability for the collision of two monomers is denoted by c2m. Assuming the
volume of the polymer be R3, the contribution of the repulsion to the inner energy
yields to equation (3.30).

∆Urep = R3wij =
νkBTN

2

R3
(3.30)

The elastic energy ∆Gela (compare (3.26)) counter-balances the repulsive interaction
yielding to a total free energy as given in equation (3.31)

∆Gtot = ∆Urep +∆Gela (3.31)

The elastic energy can be expressed as ∆Gela = 3
2
kBT
Nα2R

2. Minimizing the free energy
d∆Gtot
dR

= 0 yields the mean radius ⟨R⟩ of the polymer, also called Flory radius, given in
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equation (3.32). [79]

RF = (α2ν)
1
5N

3
5 (3.32)

This expression is valid for chains in bulk medium. For polymers confined in e.g. two-
dimensional networks as found in biological systems RF ∝ αN

3
D+2 can be rewritten for

various dimensions D. Thereby the mean radius of a polymer RF is connected with
the number of monomers N and the monomer size α. [80] As it is difficult to access the
end-to-end distance ⟨L⟩ experimentally the radius of gyration Rg is introduced, which
is defined as the average distance from the center of gravity to the respective chain
segment as described in equation (3.33). [81]

R2
g =

1

N

〈
N∑
k=1

(rk − rav)
2

〉
(3.33)

For polymer chains undergoing 3D random walk Rg is defined as presented in equation
(3.34). [82]

Rg =
1√
6
⟨L⟩ (3.34)

The radius of gyration Rg can be determined experimentally via DLS experiments ac-
cording to the Stokes-Einstein relationship Rg =

kBT
6πηD

, where the diffusion coefficient D
can be obtained by the light scattering experiments. The viscosity is represented by η.
Polymers grafted onto a surface can exist in the mushroom- or brush conformation
depending on the distance s between chains as shown in figure 3.6.

h ~ Rg h >> Rg

rs s

a) b)

substrate

Figure 3.6. Polymer chains grafted onto a surface at various distances s. a) mushroom con-
formation showing no interaction between polymer chains (s > 2r). Thereby the radius of
gyration Rg comparable with the height (h ≈ Rg). b) brush conformation, interaction between
chains (dark green cross sections) (s < 2r) with the height of the brush much larger than the
radius of gyration (h >> Rg) adapted from. [83]

For a distance larger than two times the radius s > 2r of the polymer in the vicinity
of the surface the chains can not interact with each other and hence the mushroom
conformation is favored as shown in figure 3.6a). The brush conformation is preferred
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vice versa if the distance between two chains is s < 2 r as shown in figure 3.6b), where
the green areas surrounded by the dotted lines represent the space which might be
occupied due to the stochastic nature of polymer chains.

3.6 Three dimensional image creation in confocal microscopy

Compared to a conventional fluorescence microscope in confocal fluorescence micro-
scopy most of the light that is not from the focal plane is excluded. Thus, a confocal
microscope creates sharp image stacks of objects that would appear blurred otherwise.
In figure 3.7a) a schematic illustration of a spherical object is shown where the white
dashed lines indicate the different focal planes, which are monitored in a distance ∆z

between each other. This procedure opens up the possibility to create 3D reconstruc-
tions of an object by assembling the different image planes taken in a distance of ∆z in
between the focal planes, so called z-stacks. With the aid of a software (e.g. ImageJ)
the z-stacks are merged enabling to obtain the confocal side view images as shown
schematically in figure 3.7b). [84]

Δz

a) b)

objective
software

detector

pinnhole

laser

objective
lens

focus
plane

c)

dichromatic
mirror

Figure 3.7. Schematic illustration of a confocal microscope objective monitoring a vesicle with
a distance between focal plances of ∆z (a). Deconvoluted confocal side view (b). Setup of an
confocal microscope with its main components. The orange rays correspond to the focal plane,
while the blue rays correspond to the out of focus light (c) (adapted from [85]).

In figure 3.7c) the main components of a confocal microscope are illustrated schematic-
ally. One of the key elements of an confocal microscope is the pinhole, which excludes
light intensity from out-of-focus planes (dotted blue lines). [85] Besides, a computational
method is used to reduce the out-of-focus fluorescence intensity in 3D reconstructed
images. This process is called deconvolution and can be understood as an image res-
toration procedure. A typical deconvolution algorithm can be written as presented in
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equation (3.35), where the obtained image is represented by I (x,y,z), PSF (x,y,z) is
the point spread function (PSF) and the unkown distribution of light in the 3D object is
represented by S (x,y,z). [86]

I(x, y, z) = S(x, y, z)⊛ PSF (x, y, z) (3.35)

Imaging a sub-resolution fluorescently labeled micro-particle shows a diffraction pat-
tern in the equatorial plane, which is known as airy disc. Such a pattern can also be
observed in the axial plane. To resolve two points, according to the Rayleigh criterion,
the points can not be closer than the center of the PSF and the first destructive in-
terference band. The resolution is obtained from the FWHM of the 3D PSF, which is
generated from sub-resolution fluorescently labeled micro-spheres, where the lateral
resolution ΓL can be calculated as shown in equation (3.36) and the axial resolution ΓA

can be calculated as shown in equation (3.37). The wavelength of excitation is denoted
by λ, NA is the numerical aperture of the microscope and n is the refractive index. [87]

ΓL =
0.51λ

NA
(3.36)

ΓA =
0.88λ

n−
√
n2 −NA2

(3.37)

The ⊛-symbol used in equation (3.35) represents the mathematical operator for con-
volution. This is an operation where the PSF is shifted so that it is centered at each
point. As I (x,y,z) is known this method enables to obtain S (x,y,z). This process is
known as deconvolution. [86] In detail the convolution of S (x,y,z) and PSF (x,y,z) can
be written as presented in equation (3.38). [88]

(S ⊛ PSF )(t) =

∫ ∞

−∞
S(τ)PSF (t− τ)dτ (3.38)

The convolution typically is done automatically by an alogrithm, which is implemented
in the software. In this study the "NIS-elements" software was used provided by the
imaging facility.

3.7 Specular X-Ray reflectivity

To characterize thin films X-ray reflectivity (XRR) is an established method. In sec-
tion 3.7.1 the basic principle of reflectivity measurements is explained, while in sec-
tion 3.7.2 the method is expanded to more complex systems with several stratified lay-
ers. As experimental systems do not have perfectly smooth interfaces in section 3.7.3
the concept of surface roughness is introduced.
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3.7.1 Basic principle

The discovery of X-rays by Röntgen in 1895 [89] was not only important for medical pro-
gress but also enabled the characterization of sample structures on molecular length
scales as the wavelength λ for X-rays is in the range of 1 Å. The energy E of an X-ray
beam is directly correlated to its wavelength λ via the Planck-Einstein relation given in
equation (3.39).

E =
hc

λ
(3.39)

Here, h ≈ 4.1357 × 10-15 eVs denotes the Planck constant and c ≈ 2.9979 × 108 ms-1

the speed of light in vacuum. Compton was the first who established using X-rays to
characterize surfaces, where he measured the reflected intensity R of a monochro-
matic X-ray beam as a function of the incidence angle αi. [90] Setting the boundary con-
dition for the amplitude of the reflected beam continuity of the electric and magnetic
field at the interface yields the well known Fresnel relations. [91] Here each medium is
parameterized with a refractive index n given in equation (3.40).

n = 1− δ + iβ (3.40)

The real part δ and the imaginary part β of the refractive index n are proportional to λ2

respectively to λ as expressed in equations (3.41) and (3.42).

δ =
λ2

2π
SLD (3.41)

β =
λ

4π
µ (3.42)

λ is the wavelength of the X-ray beam, the scattering length density (SLD) is pro-
portional to the classical radius of an electron r0 and to the electron density ρel via
SLD = r0ρel. The absorption coefficient of the beam in a specific medium is denoted
by µ. Thereby the real part δ of the refractive index shows the dependency on the
interaction between materials, as the SLD is proportional to the electron density ρel,
and radiation λ. For representative SLDs the real part δ is smaller than unity and the
imaginary part β usually is one to two orders of magnitude lower than δ. [92] This leads
to a refractive index of n < 1 for X-rays.

Assuming an incident plane wave impinging at a smooth interface in between two me-
dia with different refractive indices n0 and n1 as shown in figure 3.8 the incident beam
can undergo reflection and refraction. [93] In the case of reflection the incident beam
gets reflected back to the medium 0, while in case of refraction the incident beam is
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refracted into medium 1, where the refraction can be described by Snell’s law, given
in equation (3.44). As the refractive index for X-rays is smaller than unity the ray gets
refracted towards the interface as shown in figure 3.8. The green vertical arrow rep-
resents the momentum transfer qz perpendicular to the surface plane, which can be
expressed as the difference of the wave vector of the refracted beam kr and the incid-
ent beam ki given in equation (3.43).

q⃗z = k⃗r − k⃗i (3.43)

The angle at which refraction occurs αt is depending on the incidence angle αi and the
ratio of refractive indices, which is expressed in equation (3.44).

cos(αt) =
n0

n1

cos(αi) (3.44)

substrate

αi αr

qz

ki kr

n0

n1 = 1-δ+iβ < 1
αt kt

Figure 3.8. X-ray beam impinging a surface at incidence angle αi with the wave vector k⃗i. The
momentum transfer qz perpendicular to the surface plane is defined as q⃗z = k⃗r − k⃗i.

If αt = 0 and cos(αt) = 1 there is no transmission and the beam is totally reflected back
to medium 0. This occurs at and below a definite angle of incidence which is called
critical angle αc. Neglecting absorption this leads to a simplified Snells law given in
equation (3.45).

cos(αi) = n1 = 1− δ (3.45)

As for most materials δ is in the order of 10-5Å-2 the critical angle αc is in the order
of mrad. This enables one to express cos(αc) by the approximation for small angles
obtained via a Taylor series development as 1− α2

c

2
. Thereby the well known approxim-

ation for the critical angle αc≈
√
2δ is obtained. [94]
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Deriving an expression for the reflectivity can be realized by starting with the propaga-
tion equation of waves within a medium with a certain dielectric constant, the Helmholtz
equation, which is given in equation (3.46). [91]

∇2E + k2
jE = 0 (3.46)

Solving the Helmholtz equation (3.46) yields an expression for the electric field Ej in
a homogeneous medium j as shown in equation (3.47) with j=i for incident, j=r for
reflected and j=t for transmitted X-rays, the wave vector kj = 2π/λ in medium j and the
respective amplitude Aj.

Ej = Ajexp(i(ωt− kjr)) (3.47)

For the following derivations it is assumed that the z-component of the electric field
is continuous (z=0). Assuming further a thickness of the medium that the transmitted
beam can be completely absorbed and that Snell-Descartes second law is valid the
amplitude of the transmitted X-rays can be expressed as the sum of the amplitudes Ai

of the incident and refracted ones as given in equation (3.48). [95]

Ai + Ar = At (3.48)

Thereby, the following relation shown in equation (3.49) holds.

Aiki + Arkr = Atkt (3.49)

The reflection- and transmission coefficients can be described via the ratios between
the amplitudes of the reflected and the incident amplitude as shown in equation (3.50)
respectively the amplitude between the refracted amplitude and the incident amplitude
which is given in equation (3.51).

rF0,1 =
Ar

Ai

(3.50)

tF0,1 =
At

Ai

(3.51)

In accordance to the relation presented in equation (3.49) the Fresnel equations for
reflection (3.52) and transmission (3.53) are obtained.

rF0,1 =
ki,z − kr,z
ki,z + kr,z

(3.52)
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tF0,1 =
2kr,z

ki,z + kr,z
(3.53)

with the wave vectors ki,z = ksin(αi) and kr,z = nksin(αt).

The square modulus of rF0,1 yields the reflectivity R(qz)
F given in equation (3.54) which

is given in terms of the momentum transfer vector qz defined in equation (3.55).

R(qz)
F =

∣∣∣∣∣qz −
√

q2z − q2c

qz +
√

q2z − q2c

∣∣∣∣∣
2

(3.54)

Thereby, qz is the inverse proportional to the wavelength λ of the X-ray beam and
proportional to the sine of the incident angle sin(αi).

qz =
4π

λ
sin(αi) (3.55)

In figure 3.9 a simulated reflectivity curve for a silicon wafer in air with a silicon oxide
thickness of 10 Å is depicted to show the 3 characteristic regimes in reflectivity profiles.
At the very low q-range 0 < qz < qc total reflection occurs as R(qz) < qc = 1, where qc is
the momentum transfer perpendicular to the surface plane at the critical angle αc.

qc

3 qc
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0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30
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R

Figure 3.9. Simulated curve representing the Fresnel reflectivity of an silicon wafer in air with
an oxide layer thickness of 10 Å.

For qz = qc there is a steep decay in the reflectivity curve due to transmission. In
the regime where qz > 3 qc the reflectivity follows a q−4

z power law as shown in
equation (3.56). [91]
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R(qz)
F =

q4c
16q4z

(3.56)

3.7.2 Stratified layers

The equations above describe the reflections on a single smooth layer. Usually XRR is
used to probe experimental systems with several layers. That is why an extension for
a system with several layers is needed. The work of Parratt [96] describes a recursive
method to calculate a reflectivity profile for a stratified layer system as schematically
shown in figure 3.10 and is one of the most cited in the field of XRR.

n0

n1 = 1-δ1 + iβ1 

n2 = 1-δ2 + iβ2 

nj = 1-δj + iβj 

nj+1= 1-δj+1 + iβj+1 

αi αr
αt

R1

R2 R2

Rj-1 Rj-1

Rj

Rj

Rj+1

A1 = 1

A2

A2

Aj-1

Aj-1

Aj

Aj

Aj+1

.

.

.

.

.

.

Figure 3.10. Reflectivity on multiple layers (adapted from [92]).

A X-ray wave normalized to unity A1 = 1 as illustrated in figure 3.10 is impinging a
surface at an angle of incidence αi. The ratio between the reflected and impinging
amplitudes for layer j+1 can be expressed as Xj+1 =

Rj+1

Aj+1
. Consequently for the layer

j above, Xj can be calculated as expressed in equation (3.57).

Xj =
Rj

Aj

= exp(−2ikz,jzj)
rj,j+1 +Xj+1exp(2ikz,j+1zj)

1 + rj,j+1 +Xj+1exp(2ikz,j+1zj)
(3.57)

with rj,j+1 = kz,j−kz,j+1

kz,j+kz,j+1
the Fresnel coefficient of the interface j; kz,j = k

√
(n2

j − cos(αi)2)

is the z-component of the wave vector in layer j. As the substrate is assumed to
be much thicker than the penetration depth of X-rays (see equation 8.1), there is no
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reflection from the substrate. Thereby the recursion starts at Rj+1 = Xj+1 = 0 which
after j+N iterations yields equation 3.58.

R = |X2
1 | = |R2

1| (3.58)

As the sum of the reflected and transmitted beam must be unity R1 + T1 = 1 the amp-
litudes Rj and Tj in all layers can be expressed recursively by equations (3.59) and
(3.60).

Rj+1 =
1

tj+1,j

(Tjrj+1,jexp(−K) +Rjexp(−K)) (3.59)

Tj+1 =
1

tj+1,j

(Tjexp(K) +Rjrj+1,jexp(K)) (3.60)

Thereby, K can be expressed as K=i(kz,j+1 + kz,j)zj. [92]

3.7.3 Rough interfaces

Describing the reflectivity near the critical angle ac by using equation (3.56) is not pos-
sible, as surface roughness is not taken into account. [97] Real samples always have a
certain roughness, e.g. a water surface has a roughness of approximately 3 Å at room
temperature due to thermally excited capillary waves. [98] Up to now the refractive index
was assumed to be constant within each layer nj with sharp transitions to the next layer
nj+1. In case of rough interfaces the refractive index needs to be expressed as a con-
tinuous variation of the refractive index nj(x, y, z) which leads to a SLD depending on
x,y,z ρ(x, y, z) and can be described by an error function. In case of specular reflectiv-
ity one is interested in the wave vector qz which yields to the following expression for a
one-dimensional refractive index profile in dependence of z, which is given in equation
(3.61).

nj(z) =

∫ ∫
nj(x, y, z)dydx (3.61)

Taking equation (3.61) into account the equations (3.59) and (3.60) can be rewritten
considering the root mean square roughness σ. This yields to the modified Fresnel
coefficients for rough interfaces r̃j+1,j and t̃j+1,j as expressed in equations (3.62) and
(3.63).1

r̃j,j+1 = rj,j+1exp(−2k2
z,jkσ

2
j ) (3.62)

1exp(−2kz,jkz,j+1σ) is known as the Névot-Croce factor, which is used to mimic the effect of surface
roughness in calculated reflectivity profiles [99]
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t̃j,j+1 = tj,j+1exp(−(kz,j − kz,j+1)
2σ2

j/2) (3.63)

As a result the reflectivity of layer systems with rough interfaces can be calculated by
implementing the modified Fresnel coefficients in equation (3.57). [92]

3.8 Debye screening length

In a solution with positively and negatively charged ions, the positively charged cations
are more likely to be found near anions and vice versa. Although the solution is neut-
rally charged, in the vicinity of ions there is an excess of their conunter ions, the so
called ionic atmosphere. As there are electrostatic interactions between ions and their
ionic atmospheres, the chemical potential of the central ion is lowered. [100] Analogous,
on a charged surface the charge density ρ(x) and the potential ϕ(x) can be related by
using the Poisson’s equation, which is given in equation (3.64). In this study a charged
Si-particle (d = 3 µm) is used.

d2ϕ(x)

dx2
= −ρ(x)

ϵrϵ0
(3.64)

The dielectric constant of the medium is denoted by ϵr, the dielectric constant of the
vacuum is denoted by ϵ0 and the distance from the charged surface is given as x. The
charge density can be described by the Boltzmann distribution [101].

ρ(x) =
∑
i

zien
0
i exp

(
−zieϕ(x)

kBT

)
(3.65)

The charge of the i-th ion is denoted by zi, e is the elementary charge and n0
i the

number of moles of ions of type i. Equation (3.65) and equation (3.64) can be combined
resulting in the Poisson-Boltzmann equation, which is only dependent on the potential
ϕ as given in equation (3.66).

d2ϕ(x)

dx2
= − 1

ϵrϵ0

∑
i

zien
0
i exp

(
−zieϕ(x)

kBT

)
(3.66)

Assuming the electrostatic interactions between the surface and the oppositely charged
ions in solution, ∆ϕ, to be much smaller than their average kinetic energy, which is valid
for ∆ϕ ≈ 25-80 mV, equation (3.66) can be written as given in equation (3.67).

d2ϕ(x)

dx2
= − 2NAe

2I

ϵrϵ0kBT
ϕ(x) (3.67)

The ionic strength I is defined as I = 1
2

∑
i ciz

2
i . The right term of equation (3.67) can

be simplified yielding an expression for κ, which is presented in equation (3.68). [100]
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κ =

√
2NAe2I

ϵrϵ0kBT
(3.68)

Thereby, κ−1 is defined as the Debye screening length yielding equation (3.69).

d2ϕ(x)

dx2
= κ2ϕ(x) (3.69)

Equation (3.69) can be solved by the solution approach presented in equation (3.70).

ϕ ∝ exp(−λx) (3.70)

Implementing this expression in equation (3.69) yields λ1,2 = ± κ. Therefore the general
solution presented in equation 3.71 can be obtained.

ϕi = A1exp(κx) + A2exp(−κx) (3.71)

Assuming the boundary condition that the electrostatic potential ϕ = 0 at an infinite
distance x the coefficient A1 = 0, while for the second boundary condition x = 0 the
potential equals the potential on the electrode yielding ϕ = ϕ0. Thus, the potential
distribution according to the distance x and the salt concentration, included in the ex-
pression for the ionic strength I, can be expressed as given in equation (3.72). [102]

ϕ(x) = ϕ0exp(−κx) (3.72)

In figure 3.11 the potential ϕ is plotted against the distance from the charged sur-
face for various salt concentrations yielding an exponential decay function, where the
Debye screening length κ-1 is defined as the distance x where the potential equals
ϕ0/e. As an example in case of a surface potential of 40 mV this yields a potential of
40 mV/e ≈ 14.7 mV corresponding to the black horizontal line in figure 3.11 for the
respective κ-1. The vertical dashed lines in figure 3.11 indicate the respective Debye
screening lengths for salt concentrations of a monovalent salt c = 1, 10 and 100 mM
resulting in κ-1

1 mM ≈ 10 nm (red dashed line), κ-1
10 mM ≈ 3 nm (green dashed line) and

κ-1
100 mM ≈ 1 nm (blue dashed line).
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Figure 3.11. Exponential decay of the potential ϕ versus the distance x from a charged surface
in accordance to increasing salt concentrations; 1 mM (red), 10 mM (green), 100 mM (blue).
The vertical dashed lines indicate the respective Debye screening length κ−1.

3.9 Zeta potential

The distribution of ions in the vicinity of a charged particle is affected by the net charge
of the respective particle. Assuming a negatively charged particle, a double layer is
formed, which consists out of two different layers. Next to the particle positively charged
ions accumulate, which are strongly bound to the negatively charged particle surface.
This layer is the so called Helmholtz- or Stern layer. [103] The outer region consists of a
mixture of positively and negatively charged particles which are not strongly bound to
the particle surface. This layer is called diffusive layer. Both layers form the electrical
double layer. [104] [105] When a particle is accelerated in an electric field, the Stern layer
and some parts of the diffusive layer move with the particle. The other part of the
diffusive layer does not move and stays at its position in the bulk. This border is called
slipping plane which is indicated by the dashed line in figure 3.12. The potential at this
boundary is called zeta potential and can be calculated via the electrophoretic mobility
Ue following equation (3.73).

Ue =
v

E
(3.73)

The velocity of the particle is denoted by v and E is the electric field strength. Both
parameters can be measured by the instrument. This enables to calculate the elec-
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Figure 3.12. Schematic illustration of the zeta potential z. A negatively charged particle im-
mersed in a monovalent salt solution moving under an applied electric field Ue, solid black circle
indicating the stern layer, broken black line indicating the zeta potential z.

trophoretic mobility Ue, which is crucial to calculate the zeta potential z via the Henry
equation which is given in equation (3.74). [106]

Ue =
2ϵzf(kR)

3η
(3.74)

The dielectric constant of the medium is labeled by ϵ = ϵ0ϵr, the viscosity of the medium
by η and f(κR) is the Henry’s function, with the particle radius R and the Debye-Hückel
parameter κ, where κ-1 is the Debye screening length. For large particles compared
to the screening length, R >> κ-1, the Henry function yields f(κR) = 1.5, giving the
Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation presented in equation (3.75).

Ue =
ϵzf(κR)

η
(3.75)

Equation (3.75) is valid for particles larger than R = 1 µm in electrolytes containing salt
concentrations higher than 10 mM. For smaller particles R ≤ 100 nm and low salt
concentrations of 10-2 mM equation (3.74) is valid as f(κR) = 1.0. [107]

3.10 Reflection interference contrast microscopy

The shape of an object on a planar surface can be investigated by label- and contact-
free reflection interference contrast microscoy (RICM). Typical objects of interest are
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living cells, lipid membranes or micrometer-sized spherical beads. [108] [109] [110] [111] In this
study GUVs have been observed, which consist out of lipid bilayer membranes.
Figure 3.13 shows a scheme of a typical RICM setup consisting out of a light source, a
polarizer, an antiflex objective and a CCD camera. The antiflex method was first intro-
duced by Ploem [112] to overcome stray reflection inside the microscope which obscures
the signal. The stray light is eliminated by the analyzer. In this study blue light with a
wavelength of λ = 475 nm gets linear polarized as indicated by the dashed line. The
63x antiflex objective has a built in λ/4-plate which yields elliptically polarized light. If
the rays get refracted at interfaces with different refractive indices n the phase of the
electromagnetic wave is shifted by π. After passing again through the λ/4-plate the res-
ulting light is linearly polarized perpendicular to the incident light, which is represented
by the dotted line. [113]

63x

beam splitter

oil objective

λ/4 plate

analyzer

polarizerlight source

λ = 475 nm

CCD camera

substrate

object

polarization

none
linear
elliptical
linear      to 

oil
glass

buffer

objective

n0

n2

n1

I0 I1

I2

θ0

θ1

Figure 3.13. Experimental setup of RICM. Blue light with a wavelength of λ = 475 nm is linear
polarized (dashed line). Passing the λ/4-plate results in elliptically polarized light. Refraction at
the interfaces and passing again through the λ/4-plate yields linear polarized light perpendicular
to the initial linear polarized light (dotted line).

The formation of an RICM image occurs due to interference of reflected light from the
different optical interfaces with different refractive indices n. The intensity I(x, y) of a
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quasi-monochromatic point source for a position (x,y) can be described as the time
average of the local electric field E as shown in equation (3.76) under the assumption
that the layers are homogeneous and separated by parallel interfaces. [114]

I(x, y) = ⟨E⟩2t (3.76)

The electric field E can be written as presented in equation (3.77).

E(r, t) = A exp(i(ωt− kr)) (3.77)

The wave vector is denoted by k = 2π
λ

, while r is the spatial coordinate. Assuming that
only rays from a single point source can interfere, the electric field amplitudes A can
be defined as shown in equation (3.78).

A = r01A0 + (1− r201)r12A0exp(−ik∆1) + ...+ = RE0 (3.78)

The amplitude of the incident light is denoted by A0, the difference in optical path length
by ∆i, while rij are the Fresnel coefficients, which describe the interface between the
two layers i and j. The effective reflection coefficient R is obtained by summation of
the reflection coefficients rij.

If the refractive indices are known the Fresnel reflection coefficients can be expressed
for waves polarized perpendicular (s) and parallel (p) to the incident plane resulting in
equations (3.79) and (3.80).

rsi,j =
nicosΘi − njcosΘj

nicosΘi + njcosΘj

(3.79)

rpi,j =
njcosΘi − nicosΘj

njcosΘi + nicosΘj

(3.80)

In classical optics the angle Θ is defined respective to the surface normal, while in XRR
the angle α is respective to the surface as described in section 3.7. Figure 3.13 shows
the path of an incident ray I0 which gets reflected and transmitted. This yields to a ray
reflected from the glass/buffer interface I1 and a transmitted ray I2 that will be reflected
at the buffer/object interface. The intensities I1 and I2 are defined by the reflection
coefficients and depend on the incident intensity I0 yielding equation (3.81). [113]

I1 = r201I0 and I2 = (1− r201)r
2
12I0 (3.81)

Depending on the difference in optical path length the rays I1 and I2 interfere either in
a constructive or destructive manner. Notably, the transmission coefficient tij is written
as (1− r2ij) = t2ij. Using the definition I(x, y) = R ∗RI0 the effective reflection coefficient
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R can be expressed as presented in equation (3.82). [114]

R = r01 + (1− r201)r12exp(−i2k∆i)) (3.82)

Here, ∆i = nδz, where δz is the distance between the substrate and the object, yields
the well known equation for the intensity I(x, y) of an RICM image given in equation
(3.83). [113]

I(δz) = I1 + I2 + 2
√

I1I2 cos(2knδz(x, y) + Φ) (3.83)

Ii represents the intensity of light which is reflected at the ith interface, n is the refractive
index of the buffer and Φ is the phase shift. The intensity extracted from RICM images
I can be converted to the relative height δz via the inverse cosine transform of equation
(3.83). Imax = I1 + I2 + 2

√
I1I2 and Imin = I1 + I2 − 2

√
I1I2 correspond to the intensity

maxima and minima, while the phase shift Φ = π.

δz(t) = arccos

(
2I(t)− (Imax + Imin)

(Imax − Imin)

)
λ

4πn
(3.84)

3.10.1 Determination of adhesion free energy

In figure 3.14a) a typical RICM snapshot of a vesicle adhering onto a pAA-Cys5 coated
substrate is shown. The relative intensity profile is obtained along the azimuthal angle ϕ

and plotted against the vesicle radius r as shown in figure 3.14b), where the red dotted
line corresponds to the intensity maximum Imax corresponding to the red dotted circle
in panel a). Via inverse cosine transformation the vesicle contour presented in figure
3.14c) can be obtained via equation (3.84).
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Figure 3.14. Determination of adhesion free energy ∆γW at [CdCl2] = 1 mM. a) A typical RICM
snapshot of a vesicle adhered on a pAA-Cys5-coated substrate. Scale bar = 2 µm. b) Relative
intensity profile integrated along azimuthal angle ϕ plotted versus the distance from the center.
c) Height of vesicle contour z versus the distance r, reconstructed from the relative intensity
profile in figure 3.14b).
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As presented in section 3.4 the adhesion free energy ∆γW can be described as shown
in equation (3.85).

∆γW =
1

2
κC2

1max (3.85)

Thereby, C1max is the contact curvature and κ is the bending rigidity. Under the assump-
tion that the adhesion does not change the volume of the vesicle, the elastic energy is
dominated by the contribution of the contact zone and can be expressed as presented
in equation (3.85). [115] [116]

∆gela = 2πrA

∫ ∞

0

dr

[
κ

2

(
d2z

dr2

)2

+
σ

2

(
dz

dr

)2
]
−
∫ 0

−∞
∆γW(r)dr (3.86)

The radius of the contact zone is denoted by rA, z is the membrane height, r the
distance as shown in figure 3.14c) and σ the lateral tension. Considering a straight
contact line perpendicular to r the elastic energy can be minimized resulting in equation
(3.87).

σ
d2z

dr2
− κ

d4z

dr4
= 0 (3.87)

For large distances r the profile z(r) must be linear z(r) = αr−αλE (see figure 3.14c)),
while it must apply r = 0 and z(r) = 0. Bruinsma wrote down a solution fulfilling the
boundary conditions z = 0, dz

dr
= 0 and d2z

dr2
= α

λE
= C1max at the edge of the adhesion

zone r = rE resulting in equation (3.88).

z(r) = α(r − rE − λE) + αλE exp
(
−r − rE

λE

)
(3.88)

This expression was used in previous studies to analyze experimental data. [24] [115] [25]

Within this study the vesicle contour is fitted by equation (3.88) yielding the capillary
length λE and the angle α. In a next step, a linear fit along the vesicle contour is
employed with the intersection matching λE at the abscissa, yielding the angle α. Thus,
the curvature C1max = α

λE
of the vesicle at the edge of the adhesion zone is determined

by implementing λ from equation (3.88) and α from the linear fit. This enables to
calculate the free energy of adhesion ∆γW following equation (3.85).

3.10.2 Determination of interfacial potential

In figure 3.15a) a schematic illustration of a vesicle adhering onto pAA-Cys5 polymer
coated substrates is shown with the corresponding RICM image. The height fluctu-
ations are monitored over time by collecting the mean intensity from 3 × 3 pixels
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Figure 3.15. Membrane fluctuations of an adhered vesicle modulated by [CdCl2]. a) From
three independent locations in the adhesion zone (3 × 3 pixels, indicated by the white squares)
the intensity fluctuations were converted to the heigth fluctuations (see equation (3.84)). The
scale bar is 2 µm. b) Laterally averaged membrane-substrate distance δz versus time and
corresponding height flucutations probability distribution P (δz). c) Absolute interfacial potential
V (z) versus z. The potential curvature V ′′(z=0) represents the sharpness of the membrane
confinement, where the potential corresponds to ∆γW, the adhesion free energy (see section
3.10.1).

indicated by the white squares in figure 3.15a) as a function of time following equa-
tion (3.84).

The analysis were performed using a self-written Matlab routine (R2019a) by Dr. Ben-
jamin Fröhlich. [117] The selected regions of 3 × 3 pixels corresponds to 0.096 µm² and
are taken from the center of the adhesion zone. Applying equation (3.84) the laterally
height fluctuations δz = z̄ − ⟨z⟩ with z̄ corresponding to the lateral average membrane
height in a small region of 3 × 3 pixels and ⟨z⟩ = 0 the average height over the entire
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membrane patch of the macroscopic dimension L were determined. The height fluctu-
ations δz(t) shown in figure 3.15b) were monitored over 12 s with a time resolution of
30 ms. The obtained height fluctuations probability distribution P (δz) can be approxim-
ated by a Gaussian distribution. The curvature around the maximum of the Gaussian
distribution V ” = d2V

dz2
can be well fitted by a parabolic function and corresponds to the

membrane-substrate interaction from the measured variance ⟨δz2⟩. Considering an
almost planar membrane patch |∇z| ≪ 1 and using the Monge representation yields
equation (3.89).

H0[z] =

∫
dx dy

{
V (z) + γ +

γ

2
(∇z)2 +

κ

2
(△z)2

}
(3.89)

The membrane-substrate interaction is quadratically expanded around its minimum
with aid of a Taylor series expansion at z=0 yielding equation (3.90).

V (z) = −∆γW +
1

2
V ′′z2 (3.90)

Under the assumption that the membrane tension is negligible (γ ≈ 0) equation (3.91)
is obtained.

H0[z̃]

L2
= −∆γw +

1

2
V ′′z̃20 +

1

2

∑
q ̸=0

(
V ′′ + κq4

)
|z̃q|2 (3.91)

z̃q is the two-dimensional Fourier transform of z(x, y) and L is the length of a membrane
patch. Under equilibrium, the Fourier modes are Gaussian distributed with zero mean
and the variance following equation (3.92). [51]

⟨z̃qz̃q′⟩ =
kBT

L2(V ′′ + κq4)
δq,−q′ (3.92)

On short-length scales the fluctuation spectrum is dominated by the bending rigidity κ,
whereas the curvature of the membrane-substrate potential dictates the fluctuation
of the physically coupled membrane on large scales. The parallel correlation length,
ξ∥ = 4

√
κ/V ′′ represents the crossover of these two length scales. The pixel size determ-

ines the resolution of microscopy. In case of the 63x oil immersion objective used in
this study the pixel size is 103 nm. In this manner the membrane fluctuation is laterally
averaged over a scale ∆3p ≫ ξ∥ resulting in equation (3.93).

δz =
1

∆2
3p

∫
∆2

3p

dx dy z(x, y) =
∑
q ̸=0

z̃q
2sin( qx∆3p

2
)

qx∆3p

2sin( qy∆3p

2
)

qy∆3p

(3.93)

Using equations (3.92) and (3.93) ⟨δz2⟩ can be calculated as presented in equation (3.94).
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⟨δz2⟩ = kBT

V ′′(2∆3p)2
(3.94)

Thereby the curvature of the membrane-substrate interaction, V ′′, near the average
height of an adhered membrane patch was estimated. The variance of the height
fluctuations from figure 3.15b was extracted and enables calculating the curvature of
the membrane substrate interaction at the potential minimum, V ′′ = kBT/[⟨δz2⟩(2∆3p)

2]

shown in figure 3.15c), which corresponds to the "spring constant" of a harmonic oscil-
lator. [51]
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4 Static wetting of bio-inspired stimulus responsive poly-

mer brushes by giant lipid vesicles

In the last decades the interest of cell adhesion to biological- and inorganic materials in-
creased tremendously. [118] [74] [119] In section 4 the interaction between giant unilamellar
vesicles (GUVs) and bio-inspired pAA-Cys5 polymer brushes is investigated. In section
4.1 the bio-inspired polymer is introduced, which is characterized in section 4.2 by X-ray
reflectivity (XRR) measurements and in section 4.3 by zeta potential measurements.
Next, the wetting by giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) is demonstrated qualitatively in
section 4.4 and then quantified in sections 4.5 and 4.6.

4.1 Bio-inspired pAA-Cys5 polymer brushes

Several studies demonstrated that Cadmium ions (Cd2+) are toxic for plants. Shah et
al. [120] found that Cd2+ exposure altered the ribonucleic acid (RNA) activity, while Wool-
house et al. [121] showed that Cd2+ intake is lowering the rate of photosynthesis. Never-
theless, if plants get exposed to heavy metal ions such as Cd2+ they express phytoche-
latins, which are able to chelate heavy metal ions and thereby help the plant to detoxify
itself. Phytochelatins consist out of glutathione oligomers, while glutathione consists
out of a sequence of γ-glutamin, cysteine and glycine giving the following sequence:
(γ-Glu-Cys)nGly. [122] The affinity between phytochelatin and Cd2+ is very high which
can be quantified by a dissociation constant of KD ≈ 10-16 M. [123] Natural phytochelat-
ins and metallothionein proteins posess both -SH (orange) and -COOH (green) side
chain moieties as indicated in figure 4.1. [124] [125]

O

H
N

OH

O
SH

N
H

H
N

H

O

OHO
n = 2-11

Figure 4.1. Molecular structure of phytochelatines consisting of γ-glutamin, cysteine and gly-
cine. The carboxy moieties are represented in green, while the thiol moieties are represented
in orange.

Based on this concept the artificial pAA-Cys5 polymer was developed consisting out
of a poly acrylic acid backbone and 5 % cysteine side chains. The molecular structure
of pAA-Cys5 is shown in figure 4.2. Analogous to the natural phytochelatin shown in
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figure 4.1 the artifical pAA-Cys5 polymer contains -COOH (green) and -SH (orange)
moieties, which might be important for the capturing of Cd2+ as Jalilehvand [123] reported
a tetrathiolate Cd(II) N-acetylcysteine complex. To couple pAA-Cys5 to neutravidin
a biotin moiety was introduced (blue). The pAA-Cys5 polymer was synthesized and
kindly provided by Dr. Masaki Nakahata (Osaka university). Indeed, in a recent study
including pAA-Cys5 it was found that the coexistence of -COOH and -SH side chains
is necessary to achieve sensitive Cd2+ capturing. [35]
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Figure 4.2. Molecular structure of pAA-Cys5. The carboxy moieties are represented in green,
while the thiol moieties are represented in orange.

4.2 Structural changes of pAA-Cys5 polymer brushes induced by
Cd2+ monitored by X-ray reflectivity measurements

To investigate whether the incorporation of Cd2+ into pAA-Cys5 alters its structure, high
energy X-ray reflectivity (XRR) measurements were carried out following the protocol
described in section 2.2.7. pAA-Cys5 polymer brushes were grafted onto a DOPC
membrane containing 2 mol% DOPE-biotin via neutravidin crosslinkers. This method
enables a defined grafting distance ⟨d⟩ between the polymer brushes, which can be
controlled with nm accuracy by varying the fraction of DOPE-biotin χbiotin. Assuming an
area per lipid molecule of 0.6 nm² the distance between DOPE-biotin can be controlled
following equation (4.1). [126]

⟨d⟩ =

√
0.6 nm²
χbiotin

(4.1)

The experimental system was build up step wise while each preparation step was veri-
fied by XRR measurements. As a prerequisite the bilayer and the successive coupled
neutravidin to the bilayer need to be analyzed to be able to monitor the changes in
the sample structure due to the addition of pAA-Cys5 in the absence and presence of
Cd2+. Figure 4.3 shows Rq4 plotted versus qz obtained from XRR measurements of a
DOPC bilayer containing 2 mol% of DOPE-biotin. The black line represents the best fit
results according to χ2 minimization corresponding to a 5 layer slab model: outer head
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Figure 4.3. Rq4 plotted versus qz obtained from XRR measurements of a lipid bilayer containing
DOPC doped with 2 mol% DOPE-biotin. Black line represents the best fit results.

group, alkyl chains, inner head group, water layer and Si-oxide layer. The parameters
thickness d, scattering length density SLD and roughness σ obtained from the best fit
results are presented in table 4.1. The total thickness of the membrane dtot = 3.8 nm is
in good agreement with previous studies, e.g. Miller et al. [127] found for a pure DOPC
membrane a total thickness of dtot = 4.1 nm, while Fragneto et al. obtained dtot = 3.9 nm
for each DOPC layer of a multilayer system. [128] The SLD values obtained from the best
fit results are in good agreement with the numbers obtained from Miller et al. [127] Also
the thin layer of buffer between the substrate and the lipid head group is consistent
with previously reported data (dbuffer ≈ 0.4 nm). [127] [129] [130] The SLD of the inner lipid
headgroup SLDiH = (13.1 ± 0.7) × 10-6 Å-2 is higher compared to the SLD of the outer
lipid head group SLDoH = (11.3 ± 0.2) × 10-6 Å-2. This indicates a lower water content
in the inner head group compared to the outer one, which is in agreement with previous
studies. [131] [132] The thickness of the inner head group (dih = 0.74 ± 0.04 nm) is smaller
compared to the thickness of the outer one (doh = 0.97 ± 0.06 nm), indicating interac-
tions of the inner leaflet of the bilayer with the substrate as reported previously. [133]

The bilayer was incubated for 4 h at room temperature with a neutravidin solution hav-
ing a final concentration of 40 µg/ml. The binding strength between DOPE-biotin and
neutravidin is comparable to a covalent bond as described in section 2.2.1. To confirm
the successful binding of neutravidin onto the bilayer fluorescence imaging of Texas
Red-labeled neutravidin was employed. A schematic illustration showing the binding
of neutravidin onto biotinylated lipids (DOPE-biotin) is presented in figure 4.4a), where
the average grafting distance ⟨d⟩ corresponds to 5.5 nm for a molar fraction of 2 mol%
of biotinylated lipids according to equation (4.1). Figure 4.4b) shows a typical corres-
ponding fluorescence microscopy image indicating homogeneous coating of the bilayer
by neutravidin after 4 h of incubation. The incubation time was varied between 2 to 8 h
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Figure 4.4. Fluorescence imaging of neutravidin labeled with Texas Red. a) Schematic il-
lustration of Texas-Red labeled neutravidin coupled to biotinylated lipids. b) Corresponding
fluorescence image. c) Relative fluorescence intensity plotted versus time.

with a temporal distance of 2 h, showing a saturated relative fluorescence intensity sig-
nal after 4 h, with no further increase, confirming 4 h of incubation time to be sufficient
for the XRR experiments. The Rq4 plotted versus qz data for neutravidin added to the
bilayer show a distinctive difference in the global shape of the XRR curve, indicating
that the coupling of neutravidin was successful as demonstrated in figure 4.5. To fit
the data properly, the structural parameters for the bilayer presented in table 4.1 were
constrained to around ± 10 %, despite the parameters for the outer lipid head group
to enable significant changes due to the coupling of neutravidin. The fit (black line)
following a 6 layer slab model with neutravidin as an additional slab on top yields a
thickness for neutravidin of dneutravidin = 4.26 nm which is reasonable as neutravidin in
dry state was determined to be 4.0 nm. [134] Also Abuillan and Burk got similar results
for neutravidin in solution obtaining thicknesses of 4.78 nm and 4.35 nm. [135] [132]

The sample was incubated with the pAA-Cys5 polymer with a final concentration of
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Figure 4.5. Rq4 plotted versus qz obtained from XRR measurements of neutravidin coupled to
the lipid bilayer from figure 4.3. Black line represents the best fit results.

Table 4.1. Layer parameters of bilayer corresponding to the best fit results of high energy
specular X-ray reflectivity data (black solid lines).

bilayer
d SLD σ

[nm] [10−6Å−2] [nm]
SiO2 1.10 ± 0.06 18.9 0.37 ± 0.06
buffer 0.52 ± 0.02 9.45 0.41 ± 0.05
lipid headgroupinner 0.75 ± 0.04 13.1 ± 0.7 0.44 ± 0.09
lipid alkyl chain 2.07 ± 0.07 6.2 ± 0.3 0.60 ± 0.65
lipid headgroupouter 0.97 ± 0.06 11.3 ± 0.2 0.56 ± 0.16

bilayer + neutravidin
d SLD σ

[nm] [10−6Å−2] [nm]
SiO2 1.10 ± 0.04 18.9 0.40 ± 0.02
buffer 0.53 ± 0.02 9.45 0.38 ± 0.04
lipid headgroupinner 0.76 ± 0.03 13.8 ± 0.1 0.44 ± 0.05
lipid alkyl chain 1.99 ± 0.02 6.6 ± 0.01 0.57 ± 0.03
lipid headgroupouter 0.79 ± 0.06 12.7 ± 0.2 0.57 ± 0.04
neutravidin 4.26 ± 0.43 10.0 ± 0.01 1.19 ± 0.17

40 µg/ml overnight at room temperature and was coupled to neutravidin via the biotin
moiety (see figure 4.2). The global shape of Rq4 plotted versus qz shows a distinct
shift to lower q values which indicates an increase in thickness following qminimum ≈ 2π

d

respectively the binding of pAA-Cys5 to the system as shown in figure 4.6. Hydrated
polymers are well known to have an SLD very close to buffer which makes analysis diffi-
cult due to a lack of contrast (see section 3.7) between the polymer and the buffer. That
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Figure 4.6. Rq4 plotted versus qz obtained from XRR measurements of the bilayer + neutravidin
shown in figure 4.5 overlayed with the addition of pAA-Cys5. The black line represents the best
fit results.
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Figure 4.7. Rq4 plotted versus qz obtained from XRR measurements of pAA-Cys5 before and
after the addition of 1 mM Cd2+. The black line represents the best fit results.

is why neutravidin and pAA-Cys5 are fitted as one slab which leads to a 6 layer slab
model in total. The best fit results (black line) are presented in table 4.2. The thickness
of pAA-Cys5 yields a thickness of dpAA-Cys5 = 13.9 ± 0.8 nm. In figure 4.7 an overlay of
Rq4 plotted versus qz obtained from XRR measurements of pAA-Cys5 in the absence
and presence of [Cd2+] = 1 mM is presented. The XRR curves show a distinctive differ-
ence in their global shapes as the minimum qminimum in the presence of [Cd2+] = 1 mM is
shifted to higher qz values indicating a decrease in thickness. Indeed, fitting of the data
shows that the addition of [Cd2+] = 1.0 mM results in a decrease in thickness yielding
dpAA-Cys5+Cd2+ = 9.9 ± 1.2 nm, showing a compaction of 4 nm. The surface roughness σ

of the brush/buffer interface decreases from σpAA-Cys5 = 2.1 nm to σpAA-Cys5+Cd2+ = 1.2 nm.
This indicates a compaction of the brushes in the presence of [Cd2+] = 1.0 mM yielding
a sharper transition between brush and buffer interface, indicating that the negative
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charges of the -COOH side chains were compensated by the Cd2+ binding. This is
supported by an increase of the SLD between the brushes in the absence and in the
presence of [Cd2+] = 1.0 mM yielding SLDpAA-Cys5 = (9.7 ± 0.1) × 10-6 Å-2 respectively
SLDpAA-Cys5+Cd = (9.9 ± 0.1) × 10-6. The experiments are performed in 100 mM NaCl
resulting in a Debeye screening length of κ-1

D ≈ 1 nm and buffered with 10 mM Tris
adjusted to a pH of 7.4. Therefore the addition of 1 mM Cd2+ does not alter the Debeye
screening length nor the pH value.

Table 4.2. Layer parameters of pAA-Cys5 corresponding to the best fit results of high energy
specular X-ray reflectivity data (black solid lines).

pAA-Cys5-biotin in the absence of Cd2+

d SLD σ

[nm] [10−6Å−2] [nm]
SiO2 1.23 ± 0.03 18.9 0.55 ± 0.01
buffer 0.46 ± 0.01 9.45 0.45 ± 0.02
lipid headgroupinner 0.68 ± 0.01 13.1 ± 0.2 0.47 ± 0.01
lipid alkylchain 2.24 ± 0.03 6.8 ± 0.01 0.59 ± 0.02
lipid headgroupouter 0.89 ± 0.05 12.3 ± 0.2 0.62 ± 0.06
neutravidin + 18.2 ± 0.8 9.7 ± 0.1 2.05 ± 0.1
pAA-Cys5

pAA-Cys5-biotin in the presence of 1mM Cd2+

d SLD σ

[nm] [10−6Å−2] [nm]
SiO2 1.19 ± 0.04 18.9 0.51 ± 0.01
buffer 0.48 ± 0.01 9.45 0.44 ± 0.03
lipid headgroupinner 0.67 ± 0.02 12.9 ± 0.3 0.44 ± 0.03
lipid alkylchain 2.21 ± 0.04 7.1 ± 0.02 0.59 ± 0.03
lipid headgroupouter 0.88 ± 0.07 12.3 ± 0.4 0.57 ± 0.06
neutravidin + 14.2 ± 1.2 9.9 ± 0.1 1.20 ± 0.11
pAA-Cys5

Based on the obtained fitting parameters presented in table 4.1 and 4.2 a detailed
schematic illustration of the layer fine structure is presented in figure 4.8. In 4.8a) the
bilayer on a silicon substrate is shown with the corresponding SLD profile represented
by the red line. In figure 4.8b) the addition of neutravidin to the corresponding bilayer
is shown, where the green line represents the SLD profile. In figure 4.8c) and 4.8d)
the addition of the bio-inspired, stimulus responsive pAA-Cys5 polymer is illustrated
in the absence and presence of [Cd2+] = 1.0 mM showing a clear compaction in the
presence of [Cd2+] = 1.0 mM. An overlay of the corresponding SLD profiles is shown
in figure 4.8e) showing the transition from the pAA-Cys5 polymer into the buffer in the
inset, clearly showing a sharper transition in the presence of [Cd2+] = 1.0 mM.
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Figure 4.8. Fine structure of each preparation step according to XRR analysis. a) DOPC bilayer
containing 2 mol% DOPE-biotin. Red line represents the SLD. b) Coupling of neutravidin via
DOPE-biotin. Green line represents SLD profile. c) Coupling of pAA-Cys5 due to neutravidin-
biotin interaction. d) Addition of 1 mM Cd2+ induces compaction of pAA-Cys5. e) Overlay of
SLD profiles of c) and d).

4.3 Incorporation of divalent cations into pAA-Cys5 probed by zeta
potential measurements

The XRR data presented in section 4.2 show a clear compaction of pAA-Cys5 due
to the addition of 1 mM Cd2+. To further investigate if the incorporation of divalent
cations such as Cd2+ and Ca2+ compensate the negative charges located in the -COOH
side chains of pAA-Cys5, zeta potential z measurements were carried out. Therefore,
a bilayer containing 2 mol% DOPE-biotin was deposited onto Si-beads (d = 3 µm)
via vesicle fusion. pAA-Cys5 was coupled to the bilayer via using neutravidin as a
crosslinker as shown in figure 4.9a) and further explained in section 4.2. Zeta potential
measurements were carried out in a 10 mM Tris buffer adjusted to a pH of 7.4. In figure
4.9b) the zeta potential z is plotted as a function of the Cd2+ (orange) and Ca2+ (black)
concentration.

In both cases there is an monotonic increase in z indicating that the ions get incor-
porated into the pAA-Cys5 brushes compensating the negative charges of the -COOH
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Figure 4.9. Scheme of a Si-bead (d = 3 µm) coated with pAA-Cys5 (a). Corresponding zeta
potential z measurements at various Cd2+ (orange) and Ca2+ (black) concentrations in the
absence (b) and in presence of 100 mM NaCl (c).

groups located in the side chains. From concentrations of [M2+] = 0.1 mM z in the pres-
ence of Cd2+ (orange) is significantly higher compared to Ca2+ (black). This indicates
that the dissociation constant between pAA-Cys5 and Cd2+ is higher than for Ca2+. In
fact, Tanaka et al. [34] found that the dissociation constant between Cd2+ and pAA-Cys5
is around 4 orders of magnitude lower compared to Ca2+, demonstrating a significantly
higher affinity between Cd2+ and pAA-Cys5 compard to Ca2+. This is in good agree-
ment with the obtained zeta potential results. In figure 4.9c) 100 mM NaCl is added
to the 10 mM Tris buffer solution. Also in the presence of 100 mM NaCl there is an
monotonic increase of z with increasing [M2+], but the increase is remarkably lower
compared to the sample in the absence of 100 mM NaCl. This is an understandable
result as the electrostatic interactions get screened by it leading to a Debye screening
length of κ-1

D ≈ 1 nm.
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4.4 Wetting of pAA-Cys5 by giant unilamellar vesicles

Next the wettability of pAA-Cys5 coated substrates by giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs)
containing DOPC as a matrix lipid and 0.2 mol% Texas-Red labeled lipids is investig-
ated. Figure 4.10a shows a scheme of a "non-wetting" vesicle hovering on the brush-
coated substrate, while the vesicle in 4.10b established a stable adhesion contact to the
surface ("wetting vesicle"). To discriminate whether the vesicles established contact to
the surface reflection interference contrast microscoy (RICM) imaging at [Cd2+] = 0 mM,
0.25 mM and 1.0 mM was carried out as presented in figure 4.10c-e. In figures 4.10f-h)
the global shapes of vesicles of comparable size are visualized showing the confocal
side view from the middle plane obtained du to the 3D reconstruction of confocal bot-
tom view images as shown in section 3.6. The solution inside the vesicle was adjusted
to be slightly higher in density than the outer solution (∆ρ = 40 kgm-3) so that the vesicle
sediments to the substrate. The RICM image in figure 4.10c shows a bright disc with a
shallow dark spot, changing its size and intensity over time, in its center. This indicates
that the vesicle does not adhere to the surface, but sediments due to the difference
in density between the inner and outer medium (see above). This result is in good
agreement with the confocal side view of a vesicle in the absence of Cd2+ showing no
indication of wetting. The RICM image of a vesicle in the presence of [Cd2+] = 0.25 mM
shows a dark disk in the center due to destructive interference, suggesting that the
vesicle adheres to the brush coated substrate (see 4.10d). In comparison from the
confocal side view image in figure (4.10g) a flat vesicle-substrate contact can be de-
tected hardly. The RICM image of a representative vesicle in 4.10e in the presence of
[Cd2+] = 1.0 mM shows a more prominent dark disc, indicating an even stronger adhe-
sion compared to the vesicle in the presence of [Cd2+] = 0.25 mM. Also the confocal
side view image is showing a clear flattening of the contact between the vesicle and
the brush substrate at the bottom. Thus, the adhesion contact can be detected only at
[Cd2+] ≥ 0.25 mM.
To support the obtained results, in figure 4.11a) a vesicle in the absence of Cd2+ is
monitored over 150 ms showing a bright disk with a faint dark spot in the center at
t = 0 ms, changing its size and intensity over time resulting in a dynamically changing
of size and intensity of the adhesion area, suggesting that the vesicle sedimented but
did not adhere onto the surface. For vesicles at [Cd2+] ≥ 0.25 mM the interference
patterns did not change over time, indicating an established adhesion contact of the
vesicle to the brush coated substrate as shown in figure 4.11b-c).
In addition, more data sets of confocal side view images and RICM images are presen-
ted in figure 4.12. In the absence and presence of [Cd2+] ≤ 0.1 mM there is no stable
vesicle-substrate contact detectable as indicated in figure 4.12a-b). At [Cd2+] ≥ 0.25
mM a stable contact could have been established, verifying the onset of wetting starting
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Figure 4.10. [Cd2+] dependent wetting of pAA-Cys5 by DOPC GUVs (d = 10 µm). Scheme of a
non-wetting (a) and wetting vesicle (b). RICM images (c-e) and side view images obtained from
the 3D reconstruction of confocal microscopy bottom view images (f-h) under [Cd2+ = 0 mM,
0.25 mM and 1.0 mM], where the onset of wetting was observed at [Cd2+] ≥ 0.25 mM, indicated
due to the formation of a stable interference pattern showing a dark disk in the center.

from [Cd2+] ≥ 0.25 mM as demonstrated by the confocal side view images presented
in figures 4.12c-e) and the RICM images depicted in figures 4.12c) and e).

To verify that the different wettability can be accounted to the change in the brush con-
formation and is not an effect of a decrease in bending rigidity 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-
3-phosphocholine (DOPC) GUVs were monitored on a pure DOPC bilayer. In figure
4.13a) the vesicles show no vesicle-substrate contact in the absence of Cd2+, while at
[Cd2+] = 1.0 mM they show no contact as well similar to the sample in the absence of
Cd2+ as shown in 4.13b), indicating that the compaction of pAA-Cys5 brushes causes
the different wetting behaviors.
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Figure 4.11. RICM images of GUVs on pAA-Cys5 with 30 ms in between frames. In the center
of the vesicle, the intensity fluctuates in the absence of Cd2+ (a), while the interference pattern
did not show detectable changes over time for [Cd2+] ≥ 0.25 mM. (b-c). The scale bar is 2 µm.

In previous studies GUVs doped with cationic lipids deposited on supported mem-
branes doped with negatively charged lipids, caused a change in surface charge dens-
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Figure 4.12. Confocal side views of DOPC GUVs showing no adhesion at [Cd2+] ≤ 0.1 mM
(a-b), while showing adhesion at [Cd2+] ≥ 0.25 mM (c-e) with the corresponding RICM images
(c,e). The white scale bar is 10 µm; the black scale bar is 2 µm.
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(b)

 1.0 mM

(a)

 no Cd2+

Figure 4.13. DOPC vesicle on a pure DOPC bilayer in (a) the absence and (b) the presence of
[Cd2+] = 1.0 mM, showing no clear sign of adhesion in both cases. The sacle bar is 10 µm.

ity due to modulating the pH value, where a breakdown of Young-Dupré wetting as
described in section 3.4 due to the formation of blisters, was observed. [136] In contrast,
the experiments presented in this work were performed in the presence of 10 mM Tris
buffer showing no detectable difference in wetting behavior for a pure DOPC bilayer
without pAA-Cys5 brushes grafted onto it as shown in figure 4.13. In section 4.2 a
clear compaction of pAA-Cys5, accompanied by an decrease in roughness was ob-
served due to a slight change of [Cd2+] in the presence of 100 mM NaCl and 10 mM
Tris buffer. Thus, the adhesion can be modulated without changing the pH value nor the
electrochemical screening. Further no change in temperature is required to modulate
the wetting behavior, as necessary for thermoresponsive polymers, such as poly(N -
isoprpylacrylamide) [137], avoiding the hydrodynamic perturbation by thermal convec-
tion. Okhata et al., e.g., grafted poly(N -isopropylacrylamide) onto nylon capsules to
control their permeability for drug release by temperature changes. [138]

4.5 Determination of adhesion free energy of GUVs on pAA-Cys5
at different Cd2+ concentrations

In section 4.4 it is shown qualitatively that the onset of wetting of pAA-Cys5 by GUVs
occured at [Cd2+] ≥ 0.25 mM. In the following section the adhesion strength ∆γW is
investigated to gain quantitative insights into the concentration dependent adhesion.
In figure 4.14a) a typical reflection interference contrast microscoy (RICM) image of a
vesicle deposited on a pAA-Cys5 coated substrate in the presence of Cd2+ is shown.
The signal intensity was integrated following the azimuth angle ϕ to increase count-
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ing statistics as shown in figure 4.14b). Executing an inverse cosine transformation
according to equation (3.84) of the radially integrated RICM intensity profiles, enables
to obtain the height profile of the vesicle in the vicinity of the substrate shown in fig-
ure 4.14c). The length over which the vesicle shape is dominated by elasticity is the
capillary length λ which is given in equation (4.2). [139] [140]

λ =

√
κ

σ
(4.2)

Here, κ is the bending rigidity and σ the tension. The determination of the contact
angle between the vesicle membrane and the substrate is difficult due to the curvature
of the contour. Bruinsma wrote down an equation which overcomes this problem de-
scribing the height profile z(r) in dependence of λ and the macroscopic contact angle
α presented in equation (4.3).

z(r) = α(r − rE − λE) + αλE exp
(
−r − rE

λE

)
(4.3)

Equation (4.3) is only valid at the edge of adhesion zone, where r = rE and λ = λE.
In figure 4.14c) the fit (green line) is according to equation (4.3). This expression was
used in previous studies to obtain the effective contact angle α and the capillary length
λE. [25] [24] The solution Bruinsma [140] obtained is based on the minimization of the free
energy of a membrane patch in Monge representation for zero-ranged, contact interac-
tions fulfilling the boundary conditions: z = 0, dz

dr
= 0 and d2z

dr2
= α

λE
, yielding the curvature

of the contour C1max. The adhesion free energy can be calculated via ∆γW = κ
2
C2

1max

with κ ≈ 1 × 10-19 J as reported previously [49] and described in detail in section 3.10.1.
The curvature C1max is plotted versus the vesicle radius Req showing similar curvatures
for the probed vesicle sizes as shown in figure 4.14d), where the average curvature
C1max = 1.81 µm-1, yielding ∆γW,1.0 mM ≈ 40 kBT/µm

2 for vesicles in the presence of
1 mM Cd2+, which is in good agreement with the free energy obtained for integrin-
mediated vesicle adhesion. [25] [24]
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In the same manner the adhesion free energy for a vesicle in the presence of 0.25 mM
Cd2+ was determined to be ∆γW,0.25 mM ≈ 24 kBT /µm².
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Figure 4.14. Determination of adhesion free energy ∆γW in the presence of [Cd2+] = 1.0 mM.
RICM snapshot of a vesicle adhering onto a pAA-Cys5 coated substrate (a); Radially integrated
relative intensity along azimuth angle ϕ according to panel 4.14(a); Membrane height δz versus
distance r reconstructed from panel 4.14 (b); Contact curvature C1max versus vesicle radius
Req.

4.6 Determination of absolute interfacial potential between GUVs
and pAA-Cys5 at different Cd2+ concentrations

In addition to the curvature of the vesicle contour in the vicinity of the interface, presen-
ted in section 4.5, the membrane height fluctuations of the adhered membrane within
the adhesion zone can be monitored via RICM and analyzed as described in details
in section 3.10.2. In brief, height fluctuations δz of the adhered membrane can be cal-
culated of the intensity fluctuations following equation (3.84) and were monitored over
12 s with a time resolution of 30 ms as shown in figure 4.15a). The height fluctuations
δz yield the height fluctuations probability distribution P (δz) presented in figure 4.15b)
following a Boltzmann probability distribution as shown in equation (4.4).

P (δz) = exp
(
−V (δz)

kBT

)
(4.4)
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The potential energy V (δz) around the minimum at δz = 0 can be written in form of a
Taylor series expansion resulting in equation (4.5).

V (δz) = −∆γW +
1

2
V ”δz2 (4.5)

The adhesion free energy is denoted by ∆γW giving the potential minimum, while V ” is
the curvature of the potential, which is independent from the potential minimum ∆γW.
Therefore ∆γW can be neglected yielding equation (4.6).

P (δz) = exp
(
−1

2

(
V ”δz2

KBT

))
(4.6)

The probability distribution P (δz) determined from the experiments can be well ap-
proximated by a Gaussian distribution as shown by the fit in figure 4.15b). A Gaussian
distribution in general can be written as shown in equation (4.7).

P (δz) = exp

(
−1

2

(
x− µ

σ

)2
)

(4.7)

Comparing the Gaussian distribution shown in equation (4.7) around the minimum at
µ = 0 with equation (4.6) yields the variance shown in equation (4.8).

σ2 = ⟨δz2⟩ = KBT

V ”
(4.8)

This shows that the mean squared amplitude ⟨δz2⟩ is proportional to the inverse of the
second derivative. The maximum of the distribution shown in figure 4.15b) can be well
fitted with an parabolic function corresponding to the membrane-substrate interaction
from the measured variance ⟨δz2⟩. Assuming that the membrane fluctuations are cor-
related over a scale of 3 pixels the mean squared amplitude of fluctuations ⟨δz2⟩ can
be calculated via equation (4.9), which is described in details in section 3.10.2.

⟨δz2⟩ = kBT

V ′′(2∆3p)2
(4.9)

According to equation (4.8) and equation (4.9) the mean squared amplitude ⟨δz2⟩ is ob-
tained from fitting the distribution in figure 4.15b) with a Gaussian and approximating
the maximum with an parabolic function and calculating the second derivative. Assum-
ing a function y = ax + bx2 + c, yields ⟨δz2⟩ = 1/2b. Here, ⟨δz2⟩0.25 mM = 1.035 nm² and
⟨δz2⟩1. 0 mM = 0.671 nm². The obtained curvatures of the membrane-substrate interac-
tion near the average height of an adhered membrane patch yield for [Cd2+] = 0.25 mM
V ′′

0.25 mM = kBT/[⟨δz2⟩(2∆3P)
2] = (2.5 ± 1.8) × 10-6 kBT /nm4 and for [Cd2+] = 1.0 mM

V ′′
1.0 mM = kBT/[⟨δz2⟩(2∆3P)

2] = (3.9 ± 0.9) × 10-6 kBT /nm4 (n=15). The increase in
V ′′ indicates that the membrane fluctuations in the adhesion zone are more sharply
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confined near the substrate. V ′′ can be interpreted as the spring constant of an har-
monic oscillator, but does not yield the potential energy minimum ∆γW. The simulations
show that the transversality condition holds (see equation (3.18)) [51] supporting that the
adhesion free energy ∆γW is the potential minimum. Hence, the absolute interfacial po-
tential V (z) was calculated following equation(3.90) according to the potential minima
obtained in section 4.5 ∆γW,1.0 mM ≈ 40 kBT /µm² and ∆γW,0.25 mM ≈ 24 kBT /µm² as
shown in figure 4.15c).
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Figure 4.15. Membrane fluctuations of an adhered vesicle modulated by [CdCl2]. a) Laterally
averaged membrane-substrate distance δz versus time. b) Corresponding height flucutations
probability distribution P (δz). c) Absolute interfacial potential V (z) versus z. The potential
curvature V ′′(z=0) represents the sharpness of the membrane confinement, where the poten-
tial minimum corresponds to ∆γW, the adhesion free energy (see section 3.10.1).
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4.7 Discussion

Polymer brushes have a large variety of applications including biomedical applications.
Boronate-containing polymer brushes were found to induce adhesion of cancer cells,
while they can be detached by fructose solution. [141] Interestingly, poly (poly (ethylene
glycol) methacrylate) can prevent cell adhesion [142], while poly(ethylene glycol) can
impede protein adsorption. [143] In fact, GUVs do not adhere on pAA-Cys5 polymer
coated substrates in the absence of Cd2+.
Within this study the pAA-Cys5 coated substrate was build up successively and each
preparation step was monitored via XRR. The structural parameters obtained from the
best fit results of the XRR data for the lipid bilayer are in good agreement with previous
studies [127], as well as the obtained parameters for neutravidin. [132] [135] The analysis of
polymer brushes in a good solvent solution via XRR is non trivial caused by the poor
contrast between a hydrated polymer layer and the bulk. Due to the fact of an estimated
low contrast between pAA-Cys5 and the bulk solution, neutravidin and pAA-Cys5 were
fitted as one slab yielding an SLD value of 9.7 × 10-6 Å−2 which is in between the SLD
of water and pure neutravidin. The fit was repeated 10 times with the quality criteria
of a deviation of less than 10 % for each parameter yielding a total thickness for pAA-
Cys5 of 13.9 ± 0.9 nm, which is in good agreement with the data of Yamamoto et al. [35]

obtained from QCM-D measurements yielding a thickness of d = 13.4 ± 2.2 nm. Czajor
et al. determined the thickness of a diffusive oligoethylen glycol layer due to splitting the
SLD profile into sets of 1 Å thick slabs and successively computing the reflectivity curve
as a function of q. [144], while Ahrens et al. found that the incorporation of counter ions
into a polymer brush is useful to enhance the contrast. [145] In fact, during this study the
addition of [Cd2+] = 1.0 mM leads to an increasing SLD value. Also the compensation
of the charges within the pAA-Cys5 polymer due to incorporation of divalent cations
could be monitored by zeta potential measurements.
In a recent study it was found that hydrogels containing liposomes can prevent bac-
terial adhesion to medical implants such as silicone catheters. [146] Interestingly, Thet et
al. [147] reported a biosensor for specific bacteria detection based on liposomes with a
fluorescently labeled dye inside which gets released due to bacterial toxins, while Wang
et al. could release pharmaceuticals stored in liposomes due to sono-activation. [148]

Mimicking biomimetic prototissues with predictable physical properties is desirable for
studying cellular tissues and was achieved due to the adhesion of biotinylated GUVs
mediated by streptavidin. [149] Within this study the adhesion was modulated by adding
different [Cd2+] showing adhesion energies comparable with integrin-mediated ves-
icle adhesion. [24] [25] In previous studies the curvature of the interfacial potential V ′′

between inorganic beads and polymer brushes was determined by analyzing the ver-
tical Brownian motion of the beads by microinterferometry [117] yielding distinctive dif-
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ferences of V ′′ for latex particles deposited on pAA-Cys5 coated substrates in the
absence and presence of [Cd2+] = 1.0 mM. [35] In contrast to beads, GUVs adhering
onto a surface show a distinctive adhesion zone, where the membrane fluctuations
are modulated by different [Cd2+]. As the membrane fluctuations are obtained from
regions of 3 × 3 pixels the correlation over this length scale was taken into account as
demonstrated in equation (4.9). The adhesion strength was compared to the respect-
ive vesicle size by simulations showing that for the analyzed vesicles the transversality
condition holds (see equation (3.18)), which enables the assumption that ∆γW corres-
ponds to the potential minimum yielding the absolute interfacial potential. [51] However,
it needs to be mentioned that the contribution of buoyancy to the interfacial potential is
not taken into account. As the potential strength is strongly linked to the different [Cd2+]
the change in brush conformation can be attributed to the different wetting behaviors
yielding the onset of wetting at [Cd2+] ≤ 0.25 mM.
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5 Dynamic switching of vesicle-brush interaction

5.1 Transition from non-wetting to wetting of giant unilamellar ves-
icles onto bio-inspired stimulus responsive polymer brushes

During the last decades GUVs were studied as cell models [47] [53] [150] [151] [152] and as
in vivo delivery systems for pharmaceutic active substances. Papahadjopoulos et al.
found that a prolonged liposome circulation time, which was achieved by incorporating
polyethylene glycol moieties in the membrane of GUVs filled with anti-tumor agents,
in blood is associated with an increase in pharmacological efficacy. [153] One widely
used anti-tumor agent is Doxorubicin, which is incorporated in liposomes to improve
its therapeutic activity. [154] This indicates that the pharmaceutical effectiveness is asso-
ciated with the wetting properties of liposomes on the respective body tissues. Ngas-
sam et al. [155] observed the dynamic rupture of GUVs onto hydrophobic and hydro-
philic surfaces with a time resolution in the order of seconds monitoring the decrease
in contact area and the number of ruptured vesicles, while Borghi et al. observed
the dynamic spreading of GUVs onto polylysine-coated glass microfibers proposing a
new fiber coating technique. [156] In a previous study it was found that the spreading of
GUVs on poly-L-lysine modified (PAA)gels with different elastic moduli caused traction
stresses on the substrates. [157] In the following, the dynamic wetting of pAA-Cys5 by
GUVs is investigated via RICM imaging of the time dependent local height fluctuations
with a time resolution of 30 ms which is significantly higher than in the previous studies.

5.1.1 Results

Biotinylated pAA-Cys5 polymer brushes were coupled to a DOPC lipid bilayer contain-
ing biotinylated lipids via neutravidin as a linker molecule (see section 4). In a next step
GUVs were deposited onto the polymer and sedimented. Thus, they are hovering over
the surface showing a characteristic pattern of periodically switching between bright
and dark spots in the vesicle center, presented in figure 4.11a). 40 µl of a solution
containing [Cd2+] = 1 mM was added to the channel and the vesicle was monitored via
RICM with a time resolution of 30 ms, showing no contact as indicated by the white
disc in the vesicle center after ∆t = 2 s. At ∆t = 6 s the spot in the center gets darker
as presented in figure 5.1b), indicating vesicle adhesion. In figure 5.1c) the vesicle is
monitored at ∆t = 40 s after Cd2+ injection showing that the contact zone increased
in size, indicating a stable contact. In figure 5.1d) the relative height fluctuations δz

obtained from the mean intensities of a square of 3 × 3 pixels in the vesicle center
according to equation (3.84) are plotted versus ∆t. The time point i) corresponds to
the height fluctuations where no contact between the vesicle and the substrate is es-
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tablished. Position ii) is accounted to the transition zone, as the height fluctuations
decay but still did not have reached the stady state iii) which represents stable contact
between the vesicle and the pAA-Cys5 coated substrate. This indicates a time scale
of around 25 s for the non-wetting to wetting transition according to figure 5.1d). In
figure 5.1e) the adhesion free energy ∆γW is monitored over time ∆t, where ∆γW was
determined according to the "Bruinsma-method" presented in sections 3.10.1 and 4.5.
The images where the vesicle shows a white disc in the center at ∆t = 0 and 2 s could
not have been analyzed by applying the "Bruinsma-method", as it is only viable for
adhered vesicles.
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Figure 5.1. 2000 consecutive RICM snapshots (30 ms between frames) of a vesicle approach-
ing the pAA-Cys5 coated substrate. a) no contact between vesicle and substrate at ∆t = 2 s; b)
transition ∆t = 6 s obtained from exponential time constant; c) stable contact after ∆t = 40 s. d)
height fluctuations δz over time; e) Corresponding adhesion free energy monitored over time;
Scale bar is 5 µm.

Therefore the adhesion free energy for those time points was set to zero. At ∆t = 5.13 s
∆γW increases to 3.49 ×10-8 J/m² monotonically increasing further up to ∆γW = 1.22
×10-7 J/m² at ∆t = 14.13 s. Next, ∆γW decreases back to 4.29 ×10-8 J/m² at ∆t = 26.13 s.
After 3 s ∆γW increased back to 1.022 ×10-7 J/m², then it decreases successively be-
fore it increases again up to ∆γW = 1.03 ×10-7 J/m² at ∆t = 41.13 s. The obtained
adhesion free energies are slightly lower than those obtained for GUVs on pAA-Cys5
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coated substrates in the presence of 1 mM Cd2+ (∆γW = 1.63 ×10-7 J/m²) presented in
section 4.5.
Between ∆t = 2 s and ∆t = 6 s the vesicle shows the transition from no contact (figure
5.1 a) to contact as shown in figure 5.1b). That is why in figure 5.2 a temporal zoom
with a resolution of 30 ms is presented showing a dark spot in the vesicle center for
the first time at ∆t = 3030 ms, indicating adhesion. Until ∆t = 3930 ms the dark spot
increases further, while at ∆t = 4230 ms the spot is only barley seen again, before it
grows again and the vesicle establishes stable contact.

∆t = 1230 ms ∆t = 1530 ms ∆t = 1830 ms ∆t = 2130 ms ∆t = 2430 ms

∆t = 2730 ms ∆t = 3030 ms ∆t = 3330 ms ∆t = 3630 ms ∆t = 3930 ms

∆t = 4230 ms ∆t = 4530 ms ∆t = 4830 ms ∆t = 5130 ms ∆t = 6180 ms

Figure 5.2. Time series between i) and ii) according to figure 5.1 corresponding to
1230 ms ≤ ∆t ≤ 6180 ms visualizing the establishment of a contact zone in the center of
the vesicle.
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5.1.2 Discussion

Wetting dynamics are of high importance for many industrial applications including lub-
ricants, adhesives and printing. [67] [68] [158] To design bio-inspired materials understand-
ing of dynamic wetting processes is also of high interest. Interestingly, inspired by
the feeding of shorebirds a new material was developed, which can collect water from
foggy air [159], while the legs of water striders show self removing abilities of condensed
water from the insects legs. [160] Bayer et al. observed the dynamic wetting of substrates
with different wetting properties by water droplets of sizes between 1.3-2.8 mm in dia-
meter and observed the process of spreading by an ultra fast camera, which enabled
to monitor the contact angle with a time resolution in the order of ms. [161]

In contrast to liquid droplets, GUVs are much smaller having a diameter between 5-
50 µm, wherefore the observation of the global shape can not be achieved by using
a camera compared to liquid droplets. Ngassam et al. observed the dynamic rupture
of GUVs on hydrophilic and hydrophobic substrates with a time resolution in the order
of seconds by monitoring the diameter of the vesicles with an fluoresence microscope,
while Borghi et al. could establish a new coating method of polylysine-coated glass
fibers by liposomes due to dynamic spreading. [155] [156] In a recent study the radius of
the adhesion zone of biotinylated GUVs on streptavidin coated substrates was mon-
itored over time by RICM, where ∆t = 0 was defined as the time point when the vesicle
already adhered to the surface. [162].
Within this study the transition between non-adhered and adhered vesicles was mon-
itored by RICM with a time resolution of 30 ms, which enables to extract information
about the vesicle shape in the vicinity of the vesicle/substrate contact as shown in sec-
tion 3.10.1. Therefore the stimulus responsive pAA-Cys5 substrate plays a key role,
as it enabled first to let the vesicle sediment showing characteristic hovering over the
surface (no adhesion). Adding Cd2+ leads to vesicle adhesion. Notably, a super po-
sition of sedimentation due to the difference of the interior and exterior media in the
inside and outside of the GUVs and dynamic change in adhesion strength due to an
increasing concentration of Cd2+ influences the process of wetting. The adhesion en-
ergy does not approach a constant value during the time the vesicle was monitored
which can be attributed to elastic deformations of the vesicle after sedimentation. It
has to be considered that the exact [Cd2+] in the vicinity of the vesicle during the trans-
ition could not be determined, but comparing the estimated adhesion free energies for
[Cd2+] = 1.0 mM indicates that the local [Cd2+] ≤ 1.0 mM, which is reasonable as the
theoretical [Cd2+] in the measuring chamber was around 0.2 mM.
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5.2 Stop and go motion of GUVs on pAA-Cys5 coated substrates

Dynamic wetting processes are of importance for biological organisms like carnivorous
plants [66] and of high interest in technology including lubricants and adhesives. [67] [68]

However, the fabrication and experimental realization of dynamic switchable substrates
to study these phenomena and effects in laboratory model systems, is challenging.
Pant et al. developed a polystyrene/titania nanocomposite, which can switch the wet-
tability by a liquid droplet from hydrophobic to hydrophilic via exposure to UV-light, while
switching the wettability vice versa is possible due to thermal annealing at 180 °C. [163]

Changing the surface roughness, due to electrostatic actuation, of a PDMS substrate
selectively at the front of a droplet leads to a moving droplet without exerting other
external stimuli. [164] The fabrication of polymer corals, which can switch their wetting
properties between brush and mushroom conformation due to good- and poor solvents
was investigated recently, where the interactions between the polymer moieties and the
solvent molecules are energetically preferred in case of a good solvent, while the in-
teractions between the polymer moieties themselves are preferable in case of a poor
solvent. [165] Consequently, polymers in a good solvent exist in form of brushes, while
in a poor solvent they are present in the mushroom conformation. A viable strategy to
modulate the cell-substrate interactions was achieved due to hydrogels cross linked via
host-guest interactions modulating the substrate stiffness. [166] The movement of GUVs
was achieved by the fabrication of an heterogeneous substrate containing the ATPase
MinD protein and the ATPase-activating MinE protein. This results in oscillating protein
binding and dissociation inducing directional motion, due to asymmetric mechanical
force gradients, which was monitored by confocal fluorescence microscopy. [167] Bartelt
et al. [168] fabricated GUVs which can undergo motion due to photoactived protein di-
merization, where the GUVs and the surface are coated with the respective proteins.
For the experiments employed within this study the motion of GUVs should be induced
by an adhesion gradient without changing the membrane composition. Therefore a
microfluidic system was fabricated to switch the solution from [Cd2+] = 1.0 mM, where
the vesicles adhere, to 10 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetate (EDTA), a chelating agent
forming a complex with Cd2+ and thereby reducing adhesion gradually. The results are
presented in section 5.2.1.
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5.2.1 Results

Within this study y-shaped microfluidic channels were fabricated enabling the modu-
lation of [Cd2+] within the channel. To monitor the EDTA distribution in the channel, a
mixture of EDTA/Cy5 (λexcitation = 647 nm, λemission = 665 nm) was added and visualized
by fluorescence microscopy. In brief, GUVs were deposited onto pAA-Cys5 coated
substrates at [Cd2+] = 1 mM in a y-shaped microfluidic chamber. In a next step the
adhesion was verified under a flow rate of 80 µl/min at [Cd2+] = 1.0 mM. The region
of interest of the vesicle at the starting point is indicated by the yellow square in figure
5.3a) and set as ∆t < 0. Next, the vesicle was immersed in EDTA by increasing the
flow rate of [EDTA] = 10 mM to 80 µl/min and lowering the flow rate of [Cd2+] = 1.0 mM
to 30 µl/min. Thereby the Cd2+ concentration successively decreases due to the forma-
tion of an EDTA-Cd2+ complex, which has a dissociation constant of KD = 2.1 × 10-8 M,
which is 3 orders of magnitude lower compared to the pAA-Cys5-Cd2+ complex, indic-
ating a more stable complex. [169] [34] The time point at which the flow rates are switched
is set as ∆t = 0. In figure 5.3b) the EDTA distribution was imaged by fluorescence mi-
croscopy showing a homogeneous distribution of EDTA in the channel (upper panel).
In the presence of Cd2+, presented in the lower panel, no fluorescence is shown from
the bulk, which indicates Cd2+ flow in the channel. The bright spots can be attributed
to GUVs labeled with Texas Red which also show weak intensity at λexcitation = 647 nm.
The vesicle position is monitored over 120 min, while every two minutes 200 consec-
utive RICM images with a time resolution of 30 ms were recorded. In figure 5.3c) the
RICM image for the starting position ∆t < 0 is shown where the vesicle is immersed
in [Cd2+] = 1 mM and therefore is attributed to not moving (STOP). Next, the vesicle
is immersed in [EDTA] = 10 mM and monitored over the time points ∆t = 0, 21, 42,
60, 80 and 100 min showing movement in the direction of flow, indicating that EDTA
successfully removes Cd2+ from the pAA-Cys5 polymer and thereby decreases the ad-
hesion strength. The black dashed line functions as a guidance for the eyes. In figure
5.3d) the transition from "GO" to "STOP" is monitored. After ∆t = 100 min the ves-
icle is immersed in the initial [Cd2+] = 1 mM solution by increasing the Cd2+ flow to
80 µl/min. Consequently, the vesicle does not show further movement at ∆t = 115 and
120 min. The center of mass of the vesicle in each snap shot shown in figures 5.3c)
and 5.3d) was determined and the relative position of the vesicle was plotted versus
time as presented in figure 5.3e). The vesicle moves a total distance between ∆t = 0
min and ∆t = 100 min of around 1.1 µm, which yields an average velocity of around
10 nm/min.
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Figure 5.3. Stop go motion of vesicles on pAA-Cys5 coated substrates under flow. a) schem-
atic illustration of y-shaped microfluidic chambers. b) fluorescence intensity of region of interest
(yellow square in panel a)) in the presence and absence of EDTA. c) switching from “STOP”
to “GO” via changing the medium from 1 mM Cd2+ to EDTA; black dashed line perpendicular
to the direction of flow as a guidance for the eye to track the vesicle movement over time. d)
switching from “GO” to “STOP” due to changing the medium back to [Cd2+] = 1.0 mM, black
dashed line indicates no vesicle movement. e) relative position of the vesicle monitored over
time. Scale bar = 5 µm.
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Since the vesicle between ∆t = 21 min and 42 min is moving the fastest compared to
the other time intervals, this time region is investigated in more detail. In figure 5.4a)
a RICM snapshot of the vesicle at ∆t = 21 min is shown and the vesicle contours at
the rear (green) and at the front (red) are extracted. This is accomplished by following
the procedure introduced in section 3.10.1. Here, the average contour of the first 5
frames was taken into account for the analysis. According to equation (4.3) fitting the
contours yields the capillary lengths λrear = 0.30 µm (green fit) and λfront = 0.29 µm (red
fit). The RICM image and the corresponding profiles for the vesicle at ∆t = 28 min are
presented in figure 5.4b). The vesicle contours for the rear and for the front are steeper
compared to ∆t = 21 min, yielding λrear = 0.22 µm (green fit) and λfront = 0.25 µm (red
fit). At ∆t = 32 min the contours are more flattened compared to the time points before
yielding λrear = 0.59 µm (green fit) and λfront = 0.65 µm (red fit), before they get steeper
again as can be seen in figure 5.4d) and e) yielding λrear = 0.10 µm (green fit) and λfront

= 0.13 µm (red fit) respectively λrear = 0.12 µm (green fit) and λfront = 0.11 µm (red fit). In
figure 5.4f) the relative position of the vesicle is plotted versus the time (black) with the
indicated time points corresponding to figure 5.4a)-e) demonstrating that the vesicle
moved from ∆t = 21 min to ∆t = 42 min around 0.52 µm corresponding to an average
velocity ⟨V ⟩ of around 25 nm/min. The red curve represents the first derivative of the
relative position dx/dt versus time yielding the velocity, resulting in a maximum velocity
VMax of around 60 nm/min. The velocity profile indicates that the vesicle is not moving
continuously but having a distinct maximum in velocity at ∆t = 28 min. In figure 5.4g)
the capillary lengths corresponding to the contours at the rear and front of the vesicle
are plotted versus time showing that after reaching VMax at ∆t = 28 min the capillary
length of the front and rear show a maximum, which indicates that the vesicle at this
time point has the flattest contour. This is reasonable as a non adhered vesicle can be
approximated by an ellipse only having one point of contact to the surface.
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Figure 5.4. Change in vesicle position between ∆t = 21-42 min and corresponding contour
analysis of RICM images. The intensity profiles of the rear (green) and of the front (red)
were averaged over 5 frames yielding the vesicle contour, where the capillary length λ was
extracted by the Bruinsma equation (see equation (4.3)). a) vesicle position and contours after
∆t = 21 min, b) ∆t = 28 min, c) ∆t = 32 min, d) ∆t = 36 min, e) ∆t = 42 min, f) vesicle position
over time, g) difference of λfront and λrear. Scale bar is 5 µm.
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5.2.2 Discussion

Previous studies suggest an increasing interest of dynamically switchable surfaces,
due to their importance in industrial technologies [67] [68] and for the cultivation of stem
cells, where dynamically switching the elasticity of a polymer coated substrate can
enhance the duration of multiple lineage potentials of the cells. [170] Within this study
the motion of a vesicle in a microfluidic chamber was controlled via external stimuli
due to Cd2+ addition or removal by complexation via EDTA, which enables to "stop"
and to "move" the vesicle via switching the flow rates. As Cd2+ is toxic this particular
system can not be used to cultivate stem cells but is a promising proof of concept as
the switching of the pAA-Cys5 properties does not alter the pH value, electrostatics
or the temperature in the channel, nor needing UV light as reported for other dynamic
switchable substrates. [163] [165] [170]

The adhesion gradient on the substrate combined with a gentle flow induces the dir-
ectional motion of the GUVs. A sliding motion of a liquid droplet results in an receding
and advancing contact angle, where the advancing contact angle is larger than the re-
ceding one. [171] Lam et al. found that for moderate rates up to at least 1 mm/min the
dynamic contact angle is identical with the static contact angle. [172] In contrast to liquid
droplets, within this study the motion of a lipid vesicle under moderate flow was invest-
igated. That is why in analogy to the contact angle the curvature of the vesicle in the
vicinity of the adhesion area was investigated by the Bruinsma equation yielding the
capillary length λ. The capillary lengths of the contour at the front λfront and at the rear
λrear are similar, however until ∆t = 34 min λfront > λrear. This tendency is in agreement
with the motion of liquid droplets, where the advancing contact angle is larger than the
receding one. Considering that the vesicle does not move between ∆t = 21 min and
26 min and has a clear maximum in velocity at ∆t = 28 min, indicates a so called stick-
jump motion. After the "jump" λrear > λfront suggesting an elastic relaxation due to the
loss in velocity, which is reasonable considering that GUVs are elastic shells compared
to droplets.
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6 Interaction of oxidized lipids with C-reactive protein

C-reactive protein (CRP) is an established marker for inflammations, injuries and infec-
tions in clinical examinations. [173] It is well known that CRP activates the complement
component 1q (C1q) on apoptotic cells activating the classical complement pathway
of the immune system. [174] Further, there is evidence that CRP binds favorable to PC
moieties. [41] Chang et al. found that it binds to oxidized low density lipoprotein (LDL)
and PC moieties. [42] In recent studies Korytowski monitored the size of lipid vesicles
by DLS measurements with various degrees of oxidation in dependency on the CRP
concentration indicating a higher binding affinity with an higher degree of lipid oxida-
tion. [46] Based on these findings the influence of lipid oxidation on the binding of CRP
is further investigated. First in section 6.1 the electrostatic interactions are probed via
zeta potential measurements. In section 6.2 the influence on membrane mechanics
due to binding of CRP is investigated via flicker spectroscopy and in section 6.3 the
affinity between CRP and the respective lipids is quantitatively compared.

6.1 Role of electrostatics in CRP binding to oxidized lipids

To investigate the role of electrostatic interactions of the binding of CRP to oxidized
lipids, zeta potential measurements were carried out. In figure 6.1 the changes in
zeta potential of POPC, POPC/PazePC and POPC/PoxnoPC small unilamellar ves-
icles (SUVs) incubated with 0, 0.8 and 2.9 µm CRP are shown. The zeta potential of 1-
palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) vesicles (black squares) showed
no remarkable change as the zeta potential for all three [CRP] yields z ≈ 7-9 mV, in-
dicating no interaction between CRP and the pure POPC SUVs. This is in agreement
with dynamic light scattering (DLS) and isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) data from
previous studies. [46] The zeta potential of POPC/Poxno vesicles (red circles) in the ab-
sence of CRP (z ≈ 7 mV) was very similar to pure POPC. In the presence of [CRP] = 0.8
and 2.9 µM the zeta potential did not show remarkable changes (z ≈ 8-10 mV). Al-
though, DLS and ITC measurements [46] indicate an interaction between CRP and the
POPC/Poxno membranes, zeta potential measurements revealed that the surface po-
tential of the membranes seems not to be affected. In contrast, POPC/PazePC vesicles
display a significantly lower zeta potential (z ≈ -5 mV). The negative zeta potential is
reasonable taking flipping of -COOH groups of PazePC into account, which was sug-
gested by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. [175] In the presence of [CRP] = 0.8 µM
the sign of the potential reversed (z ≈ = 3 mV), while in the presence of [CRP] = 2.9 µM
the zeta potential increased slightly further (z ≈ 4 mV). For the increase in zeta poten-
tial there are two possible explanations. One reasonable scenario might be that the
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binding of CRP is facilitated electrostatically by negative charges carried by PazePC.
As DLS and ITC data show that CRP also leads to aggregates of PoxnoPC vesicles,
electrostatically modulated binding seems to be unlikely. A second viable scenario
is that binding of CRP is screening the electrostatics of the negatively charged lipids
on the membrane surface, which do probably not play a significant role in facilitating
CRP binding. The experiments were performed in 10 mM Tris buffer corresponding
to a Debye screening length of about κ−1 ≈ 3 nm. CRP can be approximated by a
pentameric ring with a diameter of 8 nm and a thickness of 3 nm. [176] Thus CRP, which
is bound to the membrane, can screen the electrostatics. Hence, increase in zeta po-
tential of PazePC leads to the interpretation that CRP binding causes screening of the
negative charges located on the vesicle membrane.
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Figure 6.1. Zeta potential of POPC (black), POPC/PoxnoPC (red) and POPC/PazePC vesicles
(blue) measured at [CRP] = 0, 0.8 and 2.9 µM.

6.2 Influence of CRP binding on membrane mechanics

To shed light on how the binding of CRP influences the mechanical properties of the
respective lipid bilayer membranes, the thermal fluctuation of the membrane contour of
GUVs was monitored in the presence and absence of 0.8 µM CRP. Next the bending
rigidity κ was calculated via equation (3.14) (see section 3.3). In the following the data
from POPC and POPC/PazePC are presented. It should be noted that it was not pos-
sible to prepare POPC/PoxnoPC GUVs as they form large aggregates. The bending
rigidities κ for POPC GUVs in the absence (grey) and presence of 0.8 µM CRP (black)
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are presented in figure 6.2a. The boxes represent the 25–75 percentiles, whereas
the whiskers represent the 5–95 percentile ranges. The red lines correspond to the
mean values. The bending rigidity κ for pure POPC GUVs (figure 6.2a, grey) yields
κPOPC = 0.58 ± 0.25 × 10-19 J (n=7) which is in good agreement with previous reports
for fluid phospholipid vesicles yielding κ ∼ 10-19 J. [47] [49] In the presence of 0.8 µM
CRP (figure 6.2a, black) no major changes compared to the data without CRP were
found resulting in κPOPC+CRP = 0.43 ± 0.13 × 10-19 J (n = 10). This result is confirmed
by the statistical analysis via t-test showing no statistical significance between the two
data sets for POPC in the absence and presence of 0.8 µM CRP (p > 0.05). In figure
6.2b the analogical data for POPC/PazePC in the absence (light blue) and in the pres-
ence of 0.8 µM CRP (blue) are presented. In the absence of CRP κ of POPC/PazePC
(κPOPC/PazePC = 0.31 ± 0.07 × 10-19 J, n = 6) is smaller compared to κ of pure POPC
without CRP. Considering previous studies the decrease in κPOPC/PazePC might be attrib-
uted to a decrease in the lateral packing density of the hydrocarbon chains caused by
the carboxy-groups from PazePC. Indeed, quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation
(QCM-D) studies indicated that the vesicles were more prone to bending deforma-
tions. [44] The presence of 0.8 µM CRP leads to an increase in κ (κPOPC/PazePC+CRP =
0.47 ± 0.17, n = 9) compared to κPOPC/PazePC. This difference was statistically signi-
ficant (p < 0.05) indicating that CRP interacts with PazePC by increasing its bending
rigidity.
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Figure 6.2. Influence of CRP on the mechanical properties of GUVs determined via flicker
spectroscopy analysis. (a) Bending rigidity κ of POPC GUVs in the absence (grey) and pres-
ence of 0.8 µM CRP (black). (b) κ of POPC/PazePC in the absence (light blue) and presence of
0.8 µM CRP (blue). The red line represents the mean value. The boxes correspond to the 25–
75 percentile ranges, and the whiskers to the 5–95 percentiles. The asterisk indicates p < 0.05
according to the Student-T-test.

In figure 6.3 representative fits of vesicle contours (red) obtained by the procedure de-
scribed in section 3.3 and their corresponding representative flicker spectra are shown.
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The contour fit and flicker spectrum for a POPC vesicle in the absence and in the pres-
ence of 0.8 µM CRP are presented in figure 6.3a) and 6.3b). In figure 6.3c) and figure
6.3d) the flicker spectra for POPC/PazePC in the absence respectively the presence of
0.8 µM CRP are shown as representative experimental data.
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Figure 6.3. Phase contrast images processed with the ImageJ macro "Image Differentials"
overlayed with the detected rim position (red circle) and the center of mass (red cross) and the
corresponding flicker spectra for representative vesicles for a) POPC in the absence of CRP;
b) POPC at [CRP] = 0.8 µM; c) POPC/PazePC in the absence of CRP; d) POPC/PazePC at
[CRP] = 0.8 µM.

6.3 Affinity of CRP to phospholipid membranes

The affinity between CRP and POPC membranes immobilized on Si-beads with a dia-
meter of d = 10 µm is compared via determining their partition coefficients P as illus-
trated in figure 6.4. The partition coefficient P is defined as shown in equation (6.1).

P = log

(
[Cmem]

[Csup]

)
(6.1)

The [CRP] bound to the membrane Cmem can be expressed as the difference between
the initial [CRP] Cinit and [CRP] in the supernatant Csup. Due to the density difference
between the Si-beads (ρ = 2.33 g/ml) and the aqueous solution the separation of the
CRP bound to the membrane on the beads and in the supernatant was possible via
mild centrifugation (100 g, 30 s). This would not have been possible by using only
vesicle suspensions where the density is almost identical to water. Several studies
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have shown that the binding of CRP to PC is mediated via Ca2+. [41,177] That is why the
negative control experiments were carried out in the absence of Ca2+.

90 min 
incubation

centrifugation

CRP

lipid coated bead

 [Cinit] = 0.8 µM

 [Cmem] 

 [Csup ] 

UV-Vis spectroscopy

Figure 6.4. Experimental setup for partition coefficient P determination of CRP to lipid mem-
branes with and without PazePC deposited onto Si-beads. [Csup] was determined via UV-Vis
spectroscopy at λ = 280 nm. The experiments were performed in the presence and absence of
Ca2+ to verify the Ca2+ mediated interaction between CRP and PC.

Si-beads were incubated with POPC/PazePC membranes labeled with 0.2 mol% DHPE-
Texas Red and the homogeneously coating was confirmed by fluorescence microscopy
as shown in figure 6.5. Prior to the determination of unbound CRP in the supernatant
[Csup] a calibration curve for pure in buffer dissolved CRP of different concentrations
was obtained by UV-Vis measurements at λ = 280 nm as presented in figure 6.6.

20 μm 20 μm 

Figure 6.5. Fluorescence images of Si-beads coated with POPC/PazePC lipid membranes
containing 0.8 µM CRP to verify homogeneous coating.

In table 6.1 the partition coefficients P are presented according to equation (6.1).
In the absence of Ca2+ the partition coefficient P yields negative values for POPC as
well as for POPC/PazePC, whereas in the presence of [Ca2+] = 1.0 mM the partiton
coefficient is positive for both membrane compositions. This confirms that the pres-
ence of Ca2+ is required for the interaction between CRP and the respective mem-
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Figure 6.6. Calibration curve for CRP between 0.1 and 0.8 µM. Red line represents a linear fit
curve starting from the origin, Pearson R = 0.99.

branes. Moreover the partition coefficient between CRP and the membrane containing
oxidized PazePC was more than by a factor of two larger compared to pure POPC. This
indicates that the higher partition of CRP to POPC/PazePC results in a distinguishable
stiffening of the membrane.

Table 6.1. Partition coefficient P of CRP to lipid membranes coated on Si-beads in the absence
and presence of 1 mM Ca2+.

PazPOPCePC POPC/PazePC
No Ca2+ – 0.29 – 0.39

1 mM Ca2+ – 0.45 – 1.02
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6.4 Discussion

The non-enzymatic oxidation of unsaturated fatty acids is induced by reactive oxygen
species (ROS), resulting in the formation of radicals leading to a sequential radical
chain reaction. [178] Oxidized lipids are associated with several diseases including ath-
erosclerosis [179], cancer [180], diabetes [181] and Alzheimer’s disease. [182] The main or-
ganelles producing ROS in vivo are mitochondria, which harbor membranes contain-
ing polyunsaturated fatty acyl chains. [183] Even though the polyunsaturated chains are
essential for mitochondrial functions, they are also prone to be attacked by ROS. In
the vicinity of the mitochondrial membrane there is cytochrome c, which is on the one
hand tightly bound to the membrane, inhibiting the formation of ROS, on the other hand
there is cyt c loosely bound via electrostatic interactions associated with the genera-
tion of ROS proliferating cell apoptosis. [184] The peroxidation of the mitochondrial lipids
leads to an increased permeability [185] and thus the tightly bound cyt c is released into
the cytosol and can no longer inhibit the generation of ROS resulting in proliferation
of apoptosis. In recent studies various oxidized end products could have been identi-
fied via electrospray mass spectroscopy coupled to reverse phase HPLC. [186] Several
studies have demonstrated that oxidative stress can cause cell death. [187,188]Each cell
is separated from other cells via the cell membrane where the lipids can get oxidized
via lipid peroxidation influencing their biological activities via biophysical and biochem-
ical activities of signalling molecules. [189] Previously it was reported that CRP on the
one hand interacts with PC moieties, on the other hand Chang et al. showed that
CRP binds to oxidized LDL and oxidized PC, but does not bind to non-oxidized LDL
and PC. [42] During the last 20-30 years it was of significant interest to shed light on
how the binding of CRP to membranes depends on the biophysical properties of the
membranes. Borst et al. reported that lipid oxidation caused a decrease in mem-
brane fluidity. [190] Other studies revealed via electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)
measurements and fluorescence microscopy imaging at the air/water interface that
there is phase separation between oxidized PC and saturated matrix lipids like 1,2-
dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC). [191] [192] Pressure-area isotherms of
oxidized lipids in DPPC as a matrix lipid indicate that at a critical pressure the oxidized
lipids undergo a reordering process resulting in an extension of the alkyl chains into
the bulk. [191] This so called "flipping" was proposed by molecular dynamic simulations
and experimentally proven via fluorescence solvent relaxation experiments resulting in
exposed negatively charged carboxy gropus to the outer surface. [175,193] These findings
agree well with the results obtained from zeta potential measurements where the zeta
potential for POPC/PazePC was negative in the absence of CRP supporting that the
carboxy groups were flipped towards the outer surface resulting in an exposure of neg-
ative charges to the surface (see section 6.1). Makky et al. [44] further characterized
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the structure of oxidized lipids via X-ray reflectivity (XRR) and Grazing incidence X-ray
fluorescence (GIXF) measurements at the air/water interface while keeping the surface
pressure constant at π = 20 mN/m. The area per molecule was successively increas-
ing from non oxidized POPC (65 Å2), PoxnoPC (95 Å2) and PazePC (110 Å2) indicating
that the lateral packing is perturbed by the progression of chain oxidation. This leads
to the plausible conclusion that the disturbance of the lipid membrane due to oxidized
lipids plays a key role in the interaction between CRP and membranes. Korytowski [46]

showed that the interaction between SUVs from oxidized PoxnoPC and PazePC leads
to aggregate formation. Zeta potential data do not show a clear evidence that the
interaction is modulated via electrostatic interactions as the aggregate formation oc-
curs similar for PoxnoPC and PazePC while the zeta potential only shows a shift for
PazePC. This shift therefore might be attributed due to the electrostatic screening of
the negative charges by CRP. Makky et al. [44] proposed that the bending stiffness κ

for membranes containing PazePC might decrease due to the reduced lateral packing.
Indeed Flicker spectroscopy measurements (see section 6.2) could confirm a signific-
antly lower κ for POPC/PazePC compared to pure POPC. Additionally, the binding
which is mediated via Ca2+ stiffens the membranes containing oxidized PazePC, indic-
ating that the oxidation of the alkyl chains and CRP binding influence the mechanical
properties of apoptotic cell membranes.
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7 Conclusions

In this thesis the modulation of wetting and mechanical properties of model cell mem-
branes caused by the changes on the molecular levels was investigated by various
physicochemical techniques.

In section 4 wetting of the substrates coated with bio-inspired, stimulus responsive
polymer brushes by giant unilamellar vesicles was studied. In this study, pAA-Cys5
brushes inspired by the naturally occurring phytochelatin were used as the stimulus-
responsive polymer material that changed the conformation by the selective capture of
Cd2+ ions. Supported lipid membranes were used to achieve a well-defined, high sur-
face density for the grafting of polymer brushes by using biotin-neutravidin crosslinks
(Fig.4.8c)). In the first step, the structures of pAA-Cys5 brushes grafted onto suppor-
ted lipid membranes were investigated by high energy specular X-ray reflectivity (XRR)
measurements. The brushes were characterized in buffered saline solution (10 mM
Tris, 100 mM Nacl, pH 7.4) in the absence and presence of [Cd2+] = 1.0 mM. The use of
high energy X-ray (17 keV) enables the sufficiently high transmission of the X-ray beam
through bulk water. The best fit results of the obtained XRR data demonstrated that the
distinct switching of the polymer chain conformation was caused by the additional Cd2+

ions (Fig. 4.8e)). Compared to the brushes with no Cd2+ ions, the thickness of pAA-
Cys5 brushes decreased from 13.9 ± 0.8 nm to 9.9 ± 1.2 nm (∆d = 4.0 nm), accom-
panied by a decrease in the brush/buffer roughness from 2.1 ± 0.1 nm to 1.2 ± 0.1 nm
and a slight increase in the scattering length density from 9.7 ± 0.1 × 10-6 Å-2 to
9.9 ± 0.1 × 10-6 Å-2, indicating a marked chain compaction. In the next step, the
zwitterionic giant lipid vesicles (diameter ≈ 10 µm) were allowed to adhere onto the
pAA-Cys5 brushes at different [Cd2+]. The global shape of vesicle was reconstructed
from the confocal fluorescence microscopy images (Fig. 4.10f-h)). The shape in the
proximity of the adhesion contact was calculated from the microinterferometry images,
because the shape near the membrane-water-substrate contact is dominated by the
membrane elasticity (Fig.4.14). This enables to identify the onset of adhesion/wetting
at [Cd2+] = 0.25 mM, which could not be detected otherwise. By taking the contribution
of the membrane elasticity to the vesicle shape into account, the adhesion free energy
was calculated: ∆γW,0.25 mM ≈ 24 kBT /µm² at [Cd2+] = 0.25 mM , and ∆γW,1.0 mM ≈
40 kBT /µm² at [Cd2+] = 1.0 mM. As the microinterferometry techniques can precisely
monitor the height fluctuation of the membranes with nm accuracy, the histogram of
the membrane height fluctuations was recorded for 12 s (∆t = 30 ms per frame). As
the shape of the potential near the minimum can be approximated as a parabolic func-
tion, the potential curvature V ” was calculated by taking correlated membrane fluc-
tuations into account. Remarkably, the difference of V ” for [Cd2+] = 0.25 mM and
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[Cd2+] = 1.0 mM was significantly different yielding V ′′
0.25 mM = (2.5 ± 1.8) × 10-6 kBT /nm4

and V ′′
1.0 mM = (3.9 ± 0.9) × 10-6 kBT /nm4. The combination of experimental data

and simulations enabled the quantitative calculation of effective interfacial potentials
presented in (7.1).

V (δz) = −∆γW +
1

2
V ”δz2 (7.1)

In section 5 the "dynamic switching" of the vesicle-brush interaction was investigated,
where the transition from non-wetting to wetting was observed in real time with a time
resolution of 30 ms. When the buffer was exchanged from Cd2+-free buffer to Cd2+-
loaded buffer, the height fluctuation of the membrane near the center of the adhesion
contact showed a distinct decay over time, indicating an increase in the potential con-
finement (Fig.5.1). To gain more insights into the dynamics of wetting transition, two
laminar flows (one contains 1.0 mM Cd2+ and the other contains 10 mM EDTA) were
mixed in a microfluidic channel. As shown in Fig. 5.3 the change in the vesicle contour
during transition from "stop" (no movement) and "go" could be visualized by moving
the boundary between two flows. In section 6 the influence of subtle changes in the
molecular structures on the mechanical properties of giant vesicles was investigated.
Here, the oxidation of phospholipids was selected as the change in molecular struc-
tures, because the lipid oxidation is one of the key steps in apoptosis and the follow-
ing inflammatory response. As the binding of acute phase inflammatory C-reactive
protein (CRP) to phosphatidylcholine lipids strongly depends on the degree of oxid-
ation, the binding of CRP to the membranes containing lipids with different levels of
chain oxidation (aldehyde and carboxylate) was monitored. The Fourier analysis of the
membrane fluctuations, called flicker spectroscopy technique, revealed that the bind-
ing of CRP to the membrane containing PazePC (carboxylated lipid) caused an 1.5
fold increase in the bending ridigity κ (Fig. 6.2). In contrast, CRP hardly interacts with
the vesicles with no oxidized lipids or alter the membrane elasticity, indicating that the
decrease in the lateral packing caused by the lipid oxidation facilitates the binding of
protein, resulting in the significant change in the bending rigidity.
To conclude, the obtained results demonstrate that the combination of various physico-
chemical techniques can unravel how the subtle changes of the molecular structures,
either the switching of the polymer chain conformation by a small amount of additives
or the chemical oxidation of the hydrocarbon chain of a phospholipid, could modulate
the macroscopic behaviors (wetting and adhesion) and mechanical properties of the
cell membrane models.
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8 Appendix

8.1 Influence of Benzalkonium chloride on corona virus model
membranes probed by grazing incidence X-ray fluorescence

In section 8.1.1 a introduction is given, while in section 8.1.2 the basic principle of Graz-
ing incidence X-ray fluorescence (GIXF) is explained and the experimental realization
is shown in section 8.1.3}. The data analysis is explained in more detail in section 8.1.4
and the final results are presented in section 8.1.5.

8.1.1 Introduction

In February 2020 the world health organization announced a rapidly spreading corona
virus disease (COVID-19) causing substantial morbidity and mortality worldwide. [194] [195]

On the molecular level lipid membranes play a key role for the spreading of the virus
as the infection of a host cell by a corona virus occurs on the interface between the
virus and the host cell membrane. The spike protein located on the virus membrane
binds to the angiotensin converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptor on the host cell mem-
brane. [196] [197]Notably, to escape the human immune system the spike proteins are
concealed by glycans. [198] After binding the spike protein is proteolytically cut by the
transmembrane serine protease 2 (TMPRSS2), which is found in high amounts in res-
piratory cells. [199] The hydrophobic amino acid sequence of the cutted spike protein
can enter the host cell membrane. Due to the spike protein folding back, the host
cell membrane ruptures and the viral RNA is released into the cell. [200] This shows
the importance of the viral membrane in order to infect a host cell. One strategy to
destroy the viral membrane is due to contact with sanitizers. Previously it was repor-
ted that Benzalkonium chloride (BAC) might inactivate different types of viruses, e.g.
the titer of the murine norovirus (MNV-1) could have been reduced below detectable
levels. [201] [202] During this study the influence of BAC on a corona virus model mem-
brane was investigated. Therefore a corona virus model membrane containing POPC,
POPE, POPS (70:15:15 mol%) was spread onto the air/water interface and incubated
with various BAC concentrations reaching from 0.1 to 10 mM. After that the membrane
structural parameters were characterized by conducting X-ray reflectivity (XRR) and
Grazing incidence X-ray fluorescence (GIXF) measurements, where the layer para-
meters thickness d, scattering length density SLD and roughness σ for each layer can
be obtained from XRR measurements, while the vertical concentration profile of ions
can be extracted from GIXF measurements. [203] [204]
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8.1.2 Grazing incidence X-ray fluorescence measurements to determine ion con-
centration profile next to the interface

Grazing incidence X-ray fluorescence (GIXF) is a technique that enables to obtain
element specific concentration profiles perpendicular to the interface by measuring the
fluorescence signals at different angles of incidence. [205] [206] [207]

K
L M

X-ray radiation

Kα radiation Lα radiation

ejected K-shell electron ejected L-shell electron 

Figure 8.1. Interaction of X-ray radiation with matter.

Following Bohr’s classical model for atoms an atom consists of a core and electrons
located around it in different valence shells. [208] The inner shell is called K-shell followed
by the L- and M-shell as depicted in figure 8.1. For this concept and the discovery of
characteristic X-ray radiation for each element, Charles Barkla was honored with the
Nobel prize in physics in 1917. [209] When a sample is radiated by X-rays the evanes-
cent field is interacting with the valence electrons [210]. If the X-ray energy exceeds the
binding energy of one of the inner shells (K,L) an electron gets released and filled by
an electron of one of the higher shells. If the fill up of the K-shell occurs from the L-shell
the radiation is called Kα radiation while if the L-shell shell is filled up by an electron
from the M-shell the radiation is called Lα radiation. A transition from the M-shell to
the K-shell is called Kβ radiation. The β transition has higher energy but occurs much
rarer compared to the α transitions. [211] That is why for the analysis in most cases the α

transition is more feasible for the analysis. To get highly resolved information in about
the interface in z-direction, X-rays need to penetrate it. The penetration depth of X-rays
under grazing incidence can be calculated in dependence on the angle of incidence αi

as given in equation (8.1). [212]:
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Λ(αi) =
λ√
8π

[√
(α2

i − α2
c)

2 + 4β2 − (α2
i − α2

c)

]− 1
2

(8.1)

β denotes the imaginary part of the refractive index (see equation (3.40)) and the
wavelength of the X-ray radiation λ.

The fluorescence intensity Ifi (αi) of an element i at a distance z from the air-water
interface can be described in dependence of the angle of incidence αi resulting in
equation (8.2).

Ifi (α) = S

∫ ∞

0

I ill(z, α)ci(z) exp(− z

Li

)dz (8.2)

The attenuation length is denoted by Li, which is 68.14 µm for potassium Kα radiation.
S is a scaling constant which gets scaled out due to the normalization of the signal to
the blank buffer. I ill denotes the illumination profile and ci(z) the vertical concentration
profile. The illumination profile is defined as the quadratic sum of the absolute value of
the amplitudes of the incident- and reflected electric field waves, which are presented
in equation (8.3).

I ill = |E+(z) + E−(z)|2 (8.3)

E+(z) is the incident electric field wave yielding equation (8.4) and E−(z) is the reflec-
ted electric field wave given in equation (8.5).

E+(z) = E+
j exp(ikz,j)(z −

j−1∑
i=1

di) (8.4)

E−(z) = E−
j exp(ikz,j)(z −

j−1∑
i=1

di) (8.5)

The thickness of the layer j is denoted by dj, E+
j and E−

j are the electric field amplitudes

in layer j, with kz
j = 2π

λ

√
( qzλ
4π

)2 + n2
j − 1 and the refractive index of layer j is nj. Thus

the illumination profile can be obtained from fitting the corresponding X-ray reflectivity
data which yield the thickness dj and the scattering length density which is needed to
calculate the complex refractive index according to equation (3.40).

The concentration profile ci(z) can be described by an asymmetric gaussian distribution
yielding equation (8.6). [205]

ci(z) = c0 + cmax

√
e(z − z0)

zmax

exp(
(z − z0)

2

2z2max

) (8.6)

where c0 is the concentration in the bulk, z0 is denoted as the alkyl chain - lipid head-
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group interface and zmax is the position of the maximum concentration cmax. Accord-
ingly, cmax and zmax are the only two fitting parameters to obtain an ion specific concen-
tration profile along the z-axis orthogonal to the interface.

8.1.3 Experimental realization

fluorescence
detector

- --
K+K+ K+

Ba
rri

er

X-rays

lin
ea

r d
et

ec
to

r
αi αf

BAC

POPC
POPE
POPS

Benzalkonium chloride (BAC)

15 mM KCl

N

Figure 8.2. Experimental setup for simultaneous XRR and grazing incidence GIXF measure-
ments. A monolayer consisting of 15 mol% negatively charged lipids representing a corona
virus model membrane is used to monitor the influence of BAC, a commercial sanitizer, on the
monolayer.

60 µl lipid stock solution with a final concentration of c = 1 mg/ml were spread drop wise
to form a monolayer on the [KCl] = 15 mM subphase on a Langmuir filmbalance trough.
Prior to each measurement the monolayer was compressed to a surface pressure of
25 mN/m. BAC was injected under the barrier to reach the desired final BAC con-
centrations in the bulk (0.1, 1, 5, 10 mM). A schematic illustration of the experimental
set up is shown in figure 8.2. GIXF measurements were carried out at the European
Synchrotron Radiation Facility (Grenoble, France) at the beamline ID10. The sample
was irradiated with a monochromatic synchrotron beam with an energy of 13 keV (λ ≈
0.95 Å). The Langmuir trough was held under He gas during all measurements to
minimize scattering between fluorescence emission and air molecules. X-ray reflectiv-
ity signals were recorded with a linear Mythen 1K detector (Dectris, Switzerland) and
were analyzed by using the MOTOFIT software package applying the Parratt formal-
ism. [96] GIXF signals were collected with a Vortex detector (SII Nano Technology, USA).
The element-specific fluorescence intensity spectra were normalized by the elastically
scattered beam intensity to avoid systematic differences within experiments.
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8.1.4 Data analysis

In figure 8.3a) typical GIXF spectra of the investigated lipids deposited onto the air/water
interface below the critical angle at α = 0.03° (black) and above the critical angle at
α = 0.2° (red) are shown. Both spectra show prominent peaks at 3.3 keV, which are at-
tributed to the potassium K-Kα peaks, while below the critical angle the chloride Cl-Kα

peak is less pronounced compared to the data above the critical angle, which corres-
pond to the bulk. At an energy of 2.0 keV a new peak appeared which can be attributed
to the phosphorous P-Kα line indicating phospholipids in the vicinity of the surface. In
figure 8.3b) a zoom in on the K-Kα peak with the multiple Gaussian fitting is shown.
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Figure 8.3. a) GIXF spectra below the critical angle at α = 0.05° (black line) and above at α =
0.20°. b) Zoom in of characteristic K-Kα peak and multiple gaussian fitting (red) corresponding
to a distinctive angle α.

In the next step the characteristic fluorescence intensity peaks are fitted for all angles
from 0 to 0.3° and integrated over them yielding the intensity versus the angle α. In
figure 8.4a) the corresponding intensities versus angle are plotted for the sample while
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in figure 8.4b) the data for the pure 15 mM KCl buffer are shown. Normalization yields
to the normalized GIXF spectra which were used for the analysis as presented in figure
8.4 (see section 8.1.5).
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Figure 8.4. Fluorescence intensity of the sample (a) and the corresponding buffer (b). c)
Normalized relative intensity versus angle obtained from a) and b)
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8.1.5 Influence of cationic surfactants to corona viurs model membranes by
screening different BAC concentrations

The influence of successively increasing BAC concentrations [BAC] = 0.1, 1, 5 and 10 mM
on a corona virus model membrane (POPC, POPE, POPS = 70:15:15 mol %) are in-
vestigated. Figure 8.5a) shows the XRR curve of the corona virus model monolayer at
the air/water interface before BAC injection. BAC was injected in the Langmuir trough
having a final concentration of 0.1 mM and monitored at ∆t = 30 and 90 min after BAC
injection. The corresponding XRR data are presented in figure 8.5b) and 8.5c), re-
spectively. Compared to the data before BAC injection, the global shapes of the XRR
curves look similar indicating an unspoiled membrane showing one minimum below
0.3 q. The black solid lines correspond to the best fit results applying a two layer slab
model at the air/water interface consisting of alkyl chains and headgroups as the two
individual layers. The data were well fitted and the resulting layer parameters (thick-
ness d, SLD and roughness σ) are presented in table 8.1. The average thickness of the
monolayer is ≈ 22 Å which is in good agreement with previous XRR and neutron re-
flectivity (NR) measurements. [44] [213] The corresponding reconstructed SLD profiles are
shown in figure 8.5d). To investigate the influence of BAC on the potassium ion distri-
bution perpendicular to the interface the potassium Kα line was measured by GIXF and
plotted versus q (see figure 8.5e-f). The signals below the critical angle qc = 0.022 Å−1

represent the potassium ions K+ in the vicinity of the interface while the signal above
the critical angle displays K+ in the bulk. Before BAC injection a clear increase regard-
ing the relative intensity below the critical angle indicating accumulation of K+ near
the interface (figure 8.5e). For the data at ∆t = 30 min after BAC injection the same
trend as for the data before BAC can be observed, but the relative intensity below the
critical angle is much lower suggesting less accumulation of K+ in the vicinity of the
interface (figure 8.5f). The black lines represent the best fit results. 90 min after BAC
injection the data can not be fitted indicating that BAC replaces K+ next to the inter-
face (figure 8.5g). In figure 8.5h) the corresponding K+ distribution profiles obtained
from the best fit results are presented. Before BAC injection the average number of
K+ per lipid is around 0.19. This experimental result is in good agreement considering
theoretically 15 mol% of charged lipids (1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-L-
serine (POPS)) in the monolayer. At ∆t = 30 min after BAC injection the fit yields only
0.07 K+ per lipid and at ∆t = 90 min after BAC injection the data cannot be fitted, indic-
ating a successive depletion of [K+]. The position of maximum concentration Zmax with
respect to the interface decreases from 25.3 Å before BAC to 16.4 Å at ∆t = 30 min
after BAC injection. This shows a stepwise depletion of K+ from the monolayer sug-
gesting that BAC adsorbs to the interface.
Next, the BAC concentration was increased to a final concentration of [BAC] = 1 mM in
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Figure 8.5. Influence of [BAC] = 0.1 mM on the stability of the monolayer. XRR data before
BAC injection (a) and after ∆t = 30 min (b) and 90 min (c). The black line represents the
best fit, resulting parameters are presented in table 8.1. Reconstructed SLD profiles (d) of the
monolayers corresponding to all three conditions. GIXF data before BAC injection (e) and after
∆t = 30 min (f) and 90 min (g). Data presented only in symbols (g) could not be fitted, due to
the depletion of ions from the interface, bulk intensity indicated by broken line. Corresponding
ion density profiles (h) in the vicinity of the monolayer calculated with equation (8.6).

the subphase. Figure 8.6a-c) show the corresponding XRR data for the monolayer be-
fore BAC injection and for ∆t = 30 min and 90 min after BAC injection, where the global
shapes of the curves and positions of the minima look similar to [BAC] = 0.1 mM shown
in figure 8.5a-c). The black line represents the best fit results applying a two layer slab
model, where the respective layer parameters are presented in table 8.2. In figure
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Table 8.1. Thickness d, scattering length density SLD and roughness σ corresponding to
the best fit results of XRR data (blackk solid lines in figure 8.5 a-c) of a corona virus model
monolayer in the absence and presence of [BAC] = 0.1 mM at different time points after BAC
injection (∆t = 30 min and 90 min).

before BAC
d SLD σ

(Å) (10−6Å−2) (Å)
alkyl chain 11.31 ± 0.12 6.76 ± 0.42 3.71 ± 0.10
headgroup 10.21 ± 0.14 12.06 ± 0.42 3.24 ± 0.13
buffer ∞ 9.45 3.23 ± 0.15

∆ t = 30 min
d SLD σ

(Å) (10−6Å−2) (Å)
alkyl chain 12.63 ± 0.27 7.09 ± 0.79 4.42 ± 0.26
headgroup 10.11 ± 0.74 12.20 ± 0.64 4.19 ± 0.50
buffer ∞ 9.45 3.48 ± 0.35

∆ t = 90 min
d SLD σ

(Å) (10−6Å−2) (Å)
alkyl chain 12.63 ± 0.42 7.21 ± 0.80 4.45 ± 0.33
headgroup 9.48 ± 0.65 12.31 ± 0.46 4.36 ± 0.36
buffer ∞ 9.45 3.72 ± 0.36

8.6d) an overlay of the obtained SLD profiles from the best fits are presented. The
GIXF data before BAC injection presented in figure 8.6e) show a similar global shape
compared to the data in the presence of 0.1 mM BAC shown in figure 8.5e-f). The
black line corresponds to the best fit result which yields 0.14 BAC molecules per lipid
and a maximum concentration at Zmax = 21.6 Å before BAC injection. The parameters
are in good agreement with the data before BAC injection at [BAC] = 0.1 mM (8.5e).
From ∆t ≥ 30 min the data can not be fitted anymore (see figure 8.6f-g) indicating a
faster depletion of [K+] due to a higher BAC concentration.

The XRR curves before and after BAC injection for [BAC] = 5 mM are shown in 8.7a-
c). Their global shape looks similar to the curves for [BAC] = 0.1 and 1 mM giving a
distinctive minimum below 0.3 q. The black line corresponds to the best fit results. The
resulting layer parameters are presented in table 8.3. Figure 8.7d) depicts the SLD
profiles reconstructed from the layer parameters. At ∆t = 90 min after BAC injection
the SLD of the headgroup/chain interface decreases which indicates a decrease in
the packing density of the headgroups. Also Thoma et al. [214] found that in case of
negatively charged saccharide head groups BAC also leads to an decrease in SLD
of the headgroup/chain interface due to binding of positively charged BAC. In figure
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Figure 8.6. Influence of [BAC] = 1 mM on the stability of the monolayer. XRR data before
BAC injection (a) and after ∆t = 30 min (b) and 90 min (c). The black line represents the
best fit, resulting parameters are presented in table 8.2. Reconstructed SLD profiles (d) of the
monolayers corresponding to all three conditions. GIXF data before BAC injection (e) and after
∆t = 30 min (f) and 90 min (g). Data presented only in symbols (g) could not be fitted, due to
the depletion of ions from the interface, bulk intensity indicated by broken line. Corresponding
ion density profiles (h) in the vicinity of the monolayer calculated with equation (8.6).

8.7e-g) the respective GIXF data are presented, which show a similar trend such as
the GIXF data for [BAC] = 1 mM. The black line represents the best fit result before
BAC injection yielding the average number of K+ per lipid as 0.18 which is in good
agreement to a monolayer containing 15 mol% negatively charged lipids (POPS). In
figure 8.7h) the position of maximum concentration Zmax and the concentration profile
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Table 8.2. Thickness d, scattering length density SLD and roughness σ corresponding to
the best fit results of XRR data (black solid lines in figure 8.6 a)-c) of a corona virus model
monolayer in the absence and presence of [BAC] = 1 mM at different time points after BAC
injection (∆t = 30 min and 90 min).

before BAC
d SLD σ

(Å) (10−6Å−2) (Å)
alkyl chain 11.77 ± 0.13 6.25 ± 0.78 3.47 ± 0.32
headgroup 9.56 ± 0.46 12.23 ± 0.42 3.92 ± 0.41
buffer ∞ 9.45 3.18 ± 0.14

∆ t = 30 min
d SLD σ

(Å) (10−6Å−2) (Å)
alkyl chain 11.79 ± 0.17 6.21 ± 0.74 3.99 ± 0.31
headgroup 9.10 ± 0.46 12.51 ± 0.38 4.17 ± 0.35
buffer ∞ 9.45 3.97 ± 0.26

∆ t = 90 min
d SLD σ

(Å) (10−6Å−2) (Å)
alkyl chain 11.22 ± 0.28 7.56 ± 0.63 4.12 ± 0.38
headgroup 9.39 ± 0.57 12.34 ± 0.51 4.08 ± 0.58
buffer ∞ 9.45 3.62 ± 0.30

c(z) are shown. Zmax = 26.9 Å before BAC injection results in similar positions of the
maximum concentration compared to [BAC] = 0.1 and 1 mM.

The BAC concentration was increased to [BAC] = 10 mM. The global shapes of XRR
curves are presented in figure 8.8a-c) and are consistent with the previous XRR data
showing a minimum below 0.3 q before BAC injection and at ∆t = 30 min after BAC
injection.

The data at ∆t = 90 min after BAC injection in contrast show a minimum shifted to
higher q values and a less pronounced minimum indicating a decrease in layer thick-
ness d and a disturbance of the monolayer due to [BAC] = 10 mM. Indeed, the analysis
of the best fit results (black solid lines) reveals a decrease of the monolayer thickness
d at ∆t = 90 min after BAC injection of approximately 2 Å. In figure 8.8d) an overlay
of the respective SLD profiles is presented. Table 8.4 gives an overview over the layer
parameters obtained from the best fit results (solid black lines).

The respective GIXF data before BAC injection show an increase in intensity (figure
8.8e) while the K+ signal for the data at ∆t = 30 and 90 min after BAC injection is
depleted (figure 8.8f-g). Under the assumption of 15 mol% negatively charged POPS
lipids fitting the data revealed an average of 0.07 K+ per lipid, which is a factor of two
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Figure 8.7. Influence of [BAC] = 5 mM on the stability of the monolayer. XRR data before
BAC injection (a) and after ∆t = 30 min (b) and 90 min (c). The black line represents the
best fit, resulting parameters are presented in table 8.3. Reconstructed SLD profiles (d) of the
monolayers corresponding to all three conditions. GIXF data before BAC injection (e) and after
∆t = 30 min (f) and 90 min (g). Data presented only in symbols (g) could not be fitted, due to
the depletion of ions from the interface, bulk intensity indicated by broken line. Corresponding
ion density profiles (h) in the vicinity of the monolayer calculated with equation (8.6).

lower than expected. The position of maximum concentration before BAC injection
can be obtained from the maximum of the fit in figure 8.8h (Zmax = 17.2 Å). These data
provide an initial indication that [BAC] = 10 mM is able to disrupt the corona virus model
membrane

The intensity of the GIXF phosphorous Kα peak is directly correlated to the amount of
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Table 8.3. Thickness d, scattering length density SLD and roughness σ corresponding to
the best fit results of XRR data (blackk solid lines in figure 8.7 a)-c) of a corona virus model
monolayer in the absence and presence of [BAC] = 5 mM at different time points after BAC
injection (∆t = 30 min and 90 min).

before BAC
d SLD σ

(Å) (10−6Å−2) (Å)
alkyl chain 11.60 ± 0.10 6.29 ± 0.22 3.55 ± 0.10
headgroup 9.20 ± 0.10 12.57 ± 0.18 3.87 ± 0.10
buffer ∞ 9.45 3.10 ± 0.09

∆ t = 30 min
d SLD σ

(Å) (10−6Å−2) (Å)
alkyl chain 11.02 ± 0.34 6.08 ± 0.44 3.96 ± 0.18
headgroup 9.57 ± 0.70 13.20 ± 0.43 4.64 ± 0.38
buffer ∞ 9.45 3.42 ± 0.23

∆ t = 90 min
d SLD σ

(Å) (10−6Å−2) (Å)
alkyl chain 11.52 ± 0.23 7.08 ± 0.65 4.26 ± 0.33
headgroup 9.85 ± 0.47 11.86 ± 0.55 3.98 ± 0.39
buffer ∞ 9.45 3.43 ± 0.34

lipids on the surface due to the fact that each lipid head group contains one phosphate
moiety as can be seen from their molecular structures in figure 2.1. According to the
GIXF spectra below the critical angle α = 0.03° (black solid line) and above the critical
angle α = 0.2° (red solid line) presented in figure 8.3a) a peak at 2.0 keV occurs, which
can be attributed to the P-Kα peak.
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Figure 8.8. Influence of [BAC] = 10 mM on the stability of the monolayer. XRR data before
BAC injection (a) and after ∆t = 30 min (b) and 90 min (c). The black line represents the
best fit, resulting parameters are presented in table 8.4. Reconstructed SLD profiles (d) of the
monolayers corresponding to all three conditions. GIXF data before BAC injection (e) and after
∆t = 30 min (f) and 90 min (g). Data presented only in symbols (g) could not be fitted, due to
the depletion of ions from the interface, bulk intensity indicated by broken line. Corresponding
ion density profiles (h) in the vicinity of the monolayer calculated with equation (8.6).

This supports the XRR data presented above, which show the formation of a lipid
monolayer at the air/water interface. In figure 8.9 the relative fluorescence intensity
of the phosphorous Kα peak is monitored for [BAC] = 0.1, 1, 5 and 10 mM before
and 90 min after BAC injection. In figure 8.9a) the relative fluorescence intensity at
[BAC] = 0.1 mM is plotted versus q. The data before BAC injection (left panel) and
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Table 8.4. Thickness d, scattering length density SLD and roughness σ corresponding to
the best fit results of XRR data (blackk solid lines in figure 8.8 a)-c) of a corona virus model
monolayer in the absence and presence of [BAC] = 10 mM at different time points after BAC
injection (∆t = 30 min and 90 min).

before BAC
d SLD σ

(Å) (10−6Å−2) (Å)
alkyl chain 11.88 ± 0.10 6.05 ± 0.70 3.43 ± 0.32
headgroup 9.56 ± 0.21 12.44 ± 0.27 3.95 ± 0.38
buffer ∞ 9.45 3.19 ± 0.13

∆ t = 30 min
d SLD σ

(Å) (10−6Å−2) (Å)
alkyl chain 11.57 ± 0.21 6.74 ± 0.64 4.02 ± 0.28
headgroup 9.86 ± 0.54 12.36 ± 0.38 4.24 ± 0.38
buffer ∞ 9.45 3.64 ± 0.32

∆ t = 90 min
d SLD σ

(Å) (10−6Å−2) (Å)
alkyl chain 9.64 ± 0.31 6.77 ± 1.05 3.92 ± 0.35
headgroup 9.78 ± 0.98 11.38 ± 0.61 4.08 ± 0.58
buffer ∞ 9.45 4.06 ± 0.42

90 min after it (right panel) look similar indicating no significant change in the phos-
phorous concentration [P] in the vicinity of the surface. The same tendency can be
observed for [BAC] = 1 mM and [BAC] = 5 mM as shwon in figures 8.9b) and 8.9c). For
[BAC] = 10 mM the relative fluorescence intensity before BAC injection is similar to the
intensities obtained for [BAC] = 0.1, 1 and 5 mM, while the fluorescence intensity after
90 min decreased significantly showing that [P] in the vicinity of the surface decreased,
which is in good agreement with XRR data from figure 8.8c).
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Figure 8.9. Relative intensity of phosphorous Kα peak versus q obtained from GIXF meas-
urements. a) data at [BAC] = 0.1 mM before BAC injection (lef panel) and after ∆t = 90 min
after BAC injection. b) data at [BAC] = 1 mM before BAC injection (lef panel) and after ∆t
= 90 min after BAC injection. c) data at [BAC] = 5 mM before BAC injection (lef panel) and after
∆t = 90 min after BAC injection. d) data at [BAC] = 10 mM before BAC injection (lef panel) and
after ∆t = 90 min after BAC injection. The black dashed line functions as a guidance for the
eyes.
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8.2 Discussion

Since the outbreak of the corona virus pandemic there was an high demand on COVID-
19 research leading to more than 16.000 publications during the first few months. [215]

There are several viable strategies to minimize the spreading of the infection such as
wearing face masks, reducing social contact, regularly hand washing with soap and
using sanitizers. [216] BAC is a well established sanitizer known to be effective against
bacteria including S. aureus, a common skin contaminant. [217] Hirose et al. probed the
effectiveness of BAC against COVID-19 on a skin model showing that relatively low
[BAC] of 0.2 % might be effective against COVID-19, while expecting a longer disin-
fectant duration. [218] However, the skin model used within the study might overestimate
the effectiveness showing that further investigations are needed. In previous accounts
the influence of BAC on the structure of Gram-negative bacteria models was invest-
igated by simultaneously XRR and GIXF measurements on the air/water interface, as
antimicrobial resistance becomes a major thread in public health. [214] The combination
of these both techniques is the only method to determine the vertical ion distribution
perpendicular to the interface. [205] [206] Interestingly, surface potential measurements of
lipid monolayers revealed a change in the surface potential when poly(ethylene gly-
cole) was added to the bulk, suggesting that it is surface active. [219] In this study the
combination of XRR and GIXF shed light on the potassium ion distribution in the vicin-
ity of the corona virus model membrane under different [BAC] monitored over a time of
90 min. Although GIXF data show depletion of [K+] for [BAC] ≥ 1 mM, indicating that
BAC adsorbed to the interface, XRR data show that the monolayer only is disturbed at
[BAC] = 10 mM, which is supported by the data of the phosphorous P-Kα peak showing
a decrease in relative intensity of GIXF data at [BAC] = 10 mM. The average thickness
for the alkyl chain and head group ⟨dchain⟩ = 11.6 Å respectively ⟨dhead group⟩ = 9.6 Å is in
good agreement with previous neutron reflectivity studies at the air/water interface and
XRR measurements of a POPC bilayer where a total thickness of 21.0 Å respectively
22.1 Å was found, suggesting a reliable fit of XRR data. [213] [44]

8.3 Determination of distortion factor for confocal side view im-
ages

Probing samples via confocal microscopy on oil immerison objectives with an refractive
index in the sample chamber nsample and an refractive index of the immersion oil noil

leads to artificially distorted images. The distortion factor can be calculated following
equation (8.7). [220]
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d′

d
=

tan(sin−1 0.5NA
nsample

)

tan(sin−1 0.5NA
noil

)
(8.7)

The expected focal position is denoted as d while the actual focal position is denoted
as d′. Implementing the refractive indices of the sample solution nsample = 1.34 and
immersion oil noil = 1.52 into account and the numerical aperture of 1.40 of the used
microscope NA yields a theoretical distortion factor of 0.52 according to equation (8.7).
The distortion factor used during this study was determined by probing fluorescently
labeled latex beads. In figure 8.10a) the confocal bottom view of the beads is shown
with the indicated line profile (dashed white line), while the corresponding intensity
profile is presented in figure 8.10b). In figure 8.10c) the binarized confocal side view is
shown. Fitting the side view as an ellipse, while knowing that the spheres are round,
enables to calculate the distortion factor via minor axis x over the major axis y result-
ing in a circle as presented in 8.10d) yielding within this study a correction factor of
0.64 ± 0.02 (n = 6).
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Figure 8.10. Determination of distortion factor of confocal side view images. a) confocal bottom
view; b) corresponding line profile; c) binarized confocal side view; d) corrected bead; scale bar
is 10 µm.
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